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ABSTRACT
The Dances of Diplomacy: French Social Dance Culture in the United States, 1780-1800
Kaylar Moser
This thesis explores how social dancing in the United States formed a noteworthy aspect of
political, diplomatic, social, and class exchange for U.S. elites both domestically and overseas;
and how the cultural dominance over dance that France enjoyed during this period created an
informal cultural diplomatic relationship between the United States and France in the 1780s and
the 1790s. I argue that U.S. elites utilized this dance culture as a form of upper-class status
legitimation that could serve diplomatic purposes. This project increases the purview of U.S.
cultural diplomatic studies by centering on the eighteenth century and by utilizing an expanded
definition of diplomacy that incorporates analysis of cultural relations that were not directly
funded by a state, but that nonetheless had a notable impact on a foreign culture. Furthermore,
this study adds to the understudied field of dance history by exploring the cultural, political,
social, and diplomatic significance the popular social dances of the period held for the elites who
danced them.
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Introduction
During the late eighteenth century, social dancing was an integral part of elite culture in
both Europe and the new United States. Thinking of such gatherings in this period conjure up
visions of embellished gowns whispering across ballroom floors as well-dressed men and women
twirl and jump their way around a lavishly decorated hall. Such conceptions draw to mind the
decadent courts of Europe; however, such dancing was also prominent in the new United States.
In the 1780s and 1790s, the U.S. was in its infancy of independence, and with its newfound
status the upper-class of the country were faced with the daunting task of how to define
themselves in this innovative political order. While ideals of republicanism raged across the land
and the politicians debated how to form a new lasting government, elite Americans were left to
determine how they would socially and culturally express themselves in this post-independence
era. One way in which they strengthened, rather than weakened, their cultural ties to Europe was
in the realm of social dance. Even as these former colonists cast off their British monikers, they
accepted French dances, dancing-masters, and language into their country in order to
demonstrate their status as a deserving elite class comparable to their overseas counterparts. This
exchange of French-led dance culture into the United States provides a new way to conceptualize
early American cultural diplomacy – for this informal importation of dance from France
showcases a relationship between the two countries that was not based on traditional political
and diplomatic exchange but instead on culture.
In this thesis, I will argue that French and European social dancing formed an important
aspect of elite American culture, as demonstrated through the dance education these Americans
received and the ways in which social dancing was used in politically and diplomatically
significant balls and gatherings both in the United States and abroad. Furthermore, I contend that
this dance culture was also used as a way to foster a sense of upper-class status amongst the
1

wealthy in the U.S., and with their counterparts in France, specifically, and Europe, more
generally. All of this falls under the broader discussion of cultural diplomacy, in which I assert
that the prominence of French social dance culture in the United States during this period was an
early example of passive cultural diplomacy between the United States and France; for while the
countries themselves were not formally fostering such an exchange, their respective countrymen
were learning or teaching dance in the U.S. and then using such knowledge at formal functions.
U.S. ballrooms were regularly bedecked with French decorations and hosted balls featuring
French social dances – illustrating how French dance culture infiltrated this significant space.
U.S. diplomats were learning to dance French and European dances, and then using that
knowledge abroad in order to demonstrate their fluency in this type of social interaction to
achieve both their diplomatic and social goals. If a diplomat was not a skilled dancer, it could
socially embarrass him and, as such, could cause issues in achieving his aims while abroad. 1 In
this study, I am working with a broad definition of cultural diplomacy that looks at culture as a
tool of diplomacy in order to explore the impacts that French culture had on U.S. elites. These
elites were adopting French dance culture in order to assume legitimacy in the eyes of their
European counterparts. Thus, I look at how cultural relations can have an impact on international
relations both actively, such as U.S. statesmen needing dance knowledge to perform their status,
and passively, as seen in the various ways that U.S. elites were surrounded by French culture
both through the dances themselves and the spaces where they performed them. 2 I focus
primarily on this “passive” form of diplomacy, which I termed “informal diplomacy,” as I utilize
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Mark Boonshoft noted, “it was geopolitically necessary for American elites to know how to dance.” Mark
Boonshoft, Aristocratic Education and the Making of the American Republic, (Chapel Hill, NC: The University of
North Carolina Press, 2020), 97.
2
Michael Krenn wrote of, “the nation’s efforts to utilize culture as a tool for international relations” along with other
useful definitions of cultural diplomacy. Michael Krenn, The History of United States Cultural Diplomacy: 1770 to
the Present Day, (New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2017), 1.
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an expanded definition of diplomacy that does not focus solely on formal interactions between
the United States and France; but, instead on how French culture was utilized by U.S. elites.
Most broadly, I argue that social dancing in the United States formed a noteworthy aspect of
political, diplomatic, social, and class exchange for elites both domestically and overseas; and
that the cultural dominance over dance that France enjoyed during this period created an
informal cultural diplomatic relationship between the United States and France in the 1780s and
the 1790s.
In chapter one, I will begin with a look at the popular social dances of the eighteenth
century in order to reconstruct the dances that elite Americans would have been dancing to see
the symbolic social importance of the dances themselves. Following this, I look at dance
education in the United States in order to understand how and why these Americans learned to
dance as well as in what ways informal French cultural diplomacy impacted this instruction. The
chapter concludes with a look at debates surrounding dance education to see in what ways the
prominence of this dance culture was challenged by some elite Americans but how it still
ultimately dominated culturally.
Chapter two focuses on how social dancing was used by American elites in the United
States. First, City Dancing Assemblies are analyzed to see the balls they hosted and how they
regulated social dancing in cities like Philadelphia to demonstrate the situations where wealthy
Americans would have been dancing and performing in their prestigious status. Then, I look at
the numerous balls that were thrown to celebrate George Washington’s birthdays both during
and after his presidency to see how these balls were politically and diplomatically significant for
those who did, or did not, attend; as well as how these balls showed the cultural diplomatic
influence of France. Finally, I break down a variety of other notable balls that occurred during
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the 1780s and the 1790s in the U.S. to continue to show the great importance that social dance
had in this society.
Chapter three centers on U.S. diplomats in France in order to see how social dancing was
used as a valuable aspect of diplomacy in Europe. By analyzing the parties and balls that these
U.S. diplomats both hosted and attended while serving abroad, it is evident that social dancing
was a useful way to facilitate diplomatic relationships while simultaneously legitimizing one’s
upper-class status in the eyes of one's European counterparts. Furthermore, I briefly explore
dance at the Paris Opera to demonstrate the cultural dominance of French dance culture on the
U.S. diplomats who attended, and were awed by, these performances. Lastly, I return to the
discussion of dance education in order to explore the polite arts that the children of these
diplomats learned while living abroad to further showcase the significant role that dance
instruction served for these elite American youths.
Ultimately, this study presents a multi-faceted argument in which a study of informal
French cultural diplomacy on elites in the United States is used to frame an analysis of how
social dance culture impacted the performance of upper-class status in the U.S. as well as how
social dance was utilized as a tool of diplomacy. Each of these main arguments interact and
support one another to broadly illustrate the myriad ways in which social dancing was a cultural
force to be reckoned with in the 1780s and 1790s.
Historiography
The background for this study is based on a varied blend of scholarship ranging from
historical studies to musicological works. Very little has been written directly on the topic of
cultural diplomacy between the United States and France during the late eighteenth century;
therefore, the historiography for this study is based on an amalgamation of diplomatic, dance,
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and cultural histories – as well as sociology and musicology books in order to piece together the
robust world of social dance and diplomacy during this period. Thus, some of the works I used
were directly on topic while others were, at times, frustratingly tangential; however, they all
worked together to provide necessary background and context for this examination.
One text that does discuss cultural diplomacy in the United States is Michael Krenn’s The
History of United States Cultural Diplomacy : 1770 to the Present Day. Krenn asserts that the
roots of cultural diplomacy in the U.S. can be found in the scientific arguments between GeorgeLouis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon, who wrote of the “degeneration” of American flora and fauna
and Thomas Jefferson who worked to counter this negative representation of the United States. 3
However, my study will demonstrate that even as early Americans wished to separate themselves
from Europe in some regards; they simultaneously wished to imitate other aspects of European
culture – such as social dance. As such, this thesis will add nuance to the discussion of early
cultural diplomacy, looking not at natural science debates but instead at elite social dance
culture.
There have been numerous books written on the subject of foreign policy and
international relations during the American Revolution and further into the early republican
period. These texts present a conventional political-diplomatic historical analysis of FrancoAmerican relations, therefore a brief synopsis of a couple key texts is important in order to
understand the state of traditional diplomatic relations between the United States and France at
the start of this study.
Samuel Flagg Bemis provides a fertile starting ground for future historical inquiry with
his book The Diplomacy of the American Revolution, originally published in 1935 and updated in
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Krenn, The History of United States Cultural Diplomacy, 10-12.
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1957. Bemis looms large in the historiography, having written a book that reigned for decades as
the definitive look at foreign policy during this period. The underlying argument of The
Diplomacy of the American Revolution centers on the important role foreign relations played in
the founding of the United States. 4 While Bemis does not engage in a study of informal French
cultural diplomacy, his work provides an important starting point for the discussion of FrancoAmerican relations during the eighteenth century. This international relationship forms the
bedrock of The Diplomacy of the American Revolution. Bemis not only explains the reasons why
the U.S. would benefit from French assistance, but also why France was interested in pursuing a
relationship with the rebelling colonies – since their longstanding animosity towards the British
Empire fueled their intervention in the United States. 5 His analysis shines with a close look at the
diplomats who shaped policy between the two nations – and his use of French sources adds a
necessary viewpoint to the discussion of the foreign relations between the United States and
France. The Franco-American Alliance of 1778 received special consideration from Bemis,
demonstrating how integral the treaties between the two nations were to achieving victory for the
United States in the American War for Independence.
Another pivotal text in the overall study of diplomatic relations during this early period of
U.S history is Jonathan R. Dull’s A Diplomatic History of the American Revolution which
expanded upon Bemis’ original premise to provide an updated survey study of the period. Dull’s
study begins its narrative earlier than the American War for Independence itself, spending time
with what he refers to as the “Prehistory of American Diplomacy” in order to decentralize the
United States in the narrative by linking it to earlier European diplomatic traditions. 6 The
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Samuel Flagg Bemis, The Diplomacy of the American Revolution, (Indiana University Press, 1965), vii.
Bemis, The Diplomacy of the American Revolution, 16.
6
Jonathan R. Dull, A Diplomatic History of the American Revolution, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985), 3.
5
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majority of the text focuses on the situation in Europe and how power balances there affected
U.S. foreign policy decisions. Dull declared that the victory of the U.S. in the American War for
Independence was achieved through a mixture of foreign assistance and good luck. 7 Ultimately,
the wider European perspective Dull elucidates – including Great Britain, France, Spain, the
Netherlands, and Russia – reflects the globalization trend in scholarship; moving away from U.S
centered perspectives in order to understand their diplomacy in a more global context. For my
study, Dull’s work is most useful for situating U.S. diplomacy in a broader European diplomatic
tradition – something that I aim to achieve as well.
Beyond diplomatic histories, my background research into the scholarship also unveiled
some fascinating cultural and social studies that greatly enhanced my understanding of the field
in general, and my topic, specifically. Since there is not a specific established literature on my
area of interest, I have had to create my own collection of works that contribute to this
historiography. I have assembled a group of dance histories, cultural studies of the early United
States, musicology studies, and even Cold War studies, in order to present the beginning of an
historiography surrounding Franco-American cultural diplomacy and social dance during the
1780s and 1790s.
Nancy Ruyter’s Reformers and Visionaries is vital for my research, for it is one of the
only books I have been able to discover that deals explicitly with dance during the eighteenth
century in the United States. Published in 1979, this book takes a long view of the evolution of
dance in the United States. Her analysis touches on the late 1700s only briefly, at the beginning
of the study. Even though there are only two chapters that focus on dance during this period, they
are incredibly important to understanding the scholarship surrounding dance at this time in
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Dull, A Diplomatic History, 163.
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history. Her first chapter, “Dance in Theater: The Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries” looks at
the evolution of ballet during those two centuries. She explains the intrinsic link between dance
and Europe, writing about how U.S. dance traditions came from Europe and how they were
directed by Europe until the twentieth century. 8 Her study does not only focus on theatrical
dance; she also devotes time to analyzing social dance education in the United States. She
explained how the dancing-masters employed in the U.S. during the eighteenth century either
came from Europe or had been taught by Europeans. 9 Her study was based on a variety of
primary sources, including correspondence from dancing instructors and American elites who
employed them, as well as looking at probate records to examine dance manuals found in
American estates – such as John Weaver’s Orchesography (a translation of Raoul-Auger
Feuillet’s Chorégraphie). 10 Ruyter also relies on secondary sources from various dance
historians in order to showcase their analysis of dance in this period. Reformers and Visionaries
reveals that the study of dance in this period is certainly not without precedent in the scholarship;
however, the eighteenth century only gets a passing analysis from her as she moves on to the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries to delve into modern dance.
About ten years later, Judith Chazin-Bennahum published a study of the evolution of
dance in the context of the French Revolution. This fascinating dance history attempts to link the
ballets produced during this time with the tumultuous revolution unfolding outside the doors of
the theater. Chazin-Bennahum begins her study with some thought-provoking inquiries
questioning how the plots of ballet shifted during the Reign of Terror, who performed these
routines, who came to watch these ballets performed, and what relationship existed between
8

Nancy Lee Chalfa Ruyter, Reformers and Visionaries: The Americanization of the Art of Dance (New York: Dance
Horizons, 1979), 4.
9
Ruyter, Reformers and Visionaries, 81.
10
More on Feuillet and his contributions to dance notation will be discussed in Chapter 1.
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politics and choreography. 11 She is most interested in this transitional period, between the court
ballets popular before the outbreak of the French Revolution and the later Romantic movement
that dominated the nineteenth century. While her study does not address dance in the United
States, it provides an important look at the methodology of dance history as well as how dance
was changing in France during the 1790s.
A text that provides a more wide-ranging look at the overarching social effects of
movement and dance is Keeping Together in Time: Dance and Drill in Human History by
William H. McNeill. This book does not focus merely on one century or time period, instead, it
provides a theoretical look at the implications of “muscular bonding” from prehistoric times
through to WWII and beyond. “Muscular bonding” is the term McNeill coins in order to describe
the joyous feeling that moving rhythmically in a group with others can elicit. 12 As such,
McNeill’s study is quite different than the others discussed in the section since its key focus is
not just dance – it takes a broader scope by looking at how moving together in time with others,
whether through dance or marching, can impact human society. This is an intriguing premise,
and one in which McNeill is only able to graze the surface, repeating time and time again
throughout his study about the lack of sources available and the difficulties of trying to capture
an emotional reaction to movement on paper. The earliest sections of the book rely heavily on
anthropological approaches, with an extensive look at studies of chimpanzee populations.
Overall, he uses a unique array of sources including cave paintings, poetry, and dance manuals to
try and recount the emotional links brought about by moving together in time. Keeping Together
in Time poses some fascinating questions about the possible functions of dance and drill in
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Judith Chazin-Bennahum, Dance in the Shadow of the Guillotine (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press,
1988), xvii.
12
William H. McNeill, Keeping Together in Time: Dance and Drill in Human History, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1995), 2-3.
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society; however it is unable to draw concrete conclusions. Instead, McNeill’s goal was to
present the topic in the hopes it would be picked up by other historians, scientists, and
anthropologists to further the discussion. The idea that groups moving together, as in social
dancing, can bring feelings of euphoria and solidify social bonds is a useful theoretical point that
buttresses my discussion of the socio-cultural power of social dancing for U.S. elites and
diplomats.
Studies of social dance during the late eighteenth century can also be found when delving
into comparative studies and musicological scholarship. In the late 1980s, Richard Leppert, a
scholar of comparative studies in discourse and society, published Music and Image:
Domesticity, Ideology and Socio-Cultural Formation in Eighteenth-Century England. His study
focused primarily on music and its portrayal in art during this period; however, he did devote one
chapter to social dance titled “Music and the body: dance, power, submission.” In this, Leppert
argues for the social power that dance could have, as well as the symbolic power of the dance
steps themselves. Most notably to this thesis, he discusses at length how the minuet can be seen
as reinforcing the hierarchy of the ballroom through the movements themselves, as well as the
social function that dancing them fulfilled for elites in England. 13 Furthermore, Leppert
examines the strong French influences on social dance and dance instruction during this period –
another key tenet of my argument. Music and Image is an inventive work that seeks to
understand how music, art, and even dance, impacted eighteenth-century English society. While
his focus is on England, many of his main assertions can be extrapolated to a U.S. context as
well.

13

Richard Leppert, Music and Image: Domesticity, Ideology and Socio-Cultural Formation in Eighteenth-Century
England, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 88-90.
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This chapter provides valuable background for my discussion of similar phenomenon in the
United States – with Leppert focusing on the power that dance served socially as well as the
symbolic power of the dance steps themselves.
Another useful work to understand the scholarship surrounding my study is Eric McKee’s
Decorum of the Minuet, Delirium of the Waltz: A Study of Dance-Music Relations in ¾ Time.
Much like Leppert’s afore-discussed text, this book uses music as the framework through which
to understand social dancing. McKee’s study looks at the transition from the minuet to the waltz
during the eighteenth century into the nineteenth century in order to see how the music that
defined the styles shifted as well. He states the ways in which the minuet was used as a social
marker of grace and a model of upper-class behavior – something that also forms a core
component of my own argument. 14 Furthermore, McKee explicitly links social dancing with
social class, and the origins and influences of social dance with France and its aristocracy; noting
that dancing a minuet simultaneously revealed an individual to be a part of the ruling class while
also divulging their specific hierarchical role within that system. 15 Thus, this musicology study
provides significant context for my own discussions of the social function the minuet served for
U.S. elites and diplomats.
Another key source relating to dance and cultural diplomacy, albeit one dealing with a
different place and time, is David Caute’s The Dancer Defects. Centered on the fight for cultural
superiority during the Cold War, Caute does not provide spatiotemporal context for this study
but does showcase, in part, how dance can be melded with a discussion of cultural diplomacy.
He writes about how, even as the political and military animosity was brewing between the

14

Eric McKee, Decorum of the Minuet, Delirium of the Waltz: A Study of Dance-Music Relations in ¾ Time,
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2012), 2-3.
15
Mckee, Decorum of the Minuet, Delirium of the Waltz, 10-11.
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United States and Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, there was simultaneously a cultural
competition with international ramifications. 16 He studies this culture war through film, music,
dance, and art. To this study, his chapter “The Ballet Dancer Defects” is most helpful since it
deals explicitly with dance as a source of cultural diplomacy – analyzing how this Cold War
cultural contest manifested itself in the art of ballet. 17 Despite focusing on the twentieth century,
Caute’s study succinctly illustrates how dance and cultural diplomacy can be linked – a
relationship that is central to this thesis.
Another important avenue of inquiry for this historiographical analysis are identity
studies. Unbecoming British by Kariann Akemi Yokota, published in 2011, centers on the
development of an American national identity following the American War for Independence.
Yokata focuses on material culture to analyze what it reveals about how Americans during this
period perceived themselves. She explains how U.S. elites incorporated aspects of European
culture in order to demonstrate their own class legitimacy. 18 Yokata examines sources ranging
from Thomas Jefferson’s possessions to correspondence and writings from various Americans
during this period to see how European material culture influenced U.S. national identity. By
looking at this cultural interdependence she uncovers how, despite political independence from
Britain, U.S. elites were still looking across the Atlantic to Europe for their cultural cues. 19
Yakota crafts a compelling discussion of American identity, showcasing how cultural studies can
reveal a different facet of life during the eighteenth century than is accessible through traditional
political or diplomatic histories.

16

David Caute, The Dancer Defects: The Struggle for Cultural Supremacy During the Cold War, (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2005), 1.
17
Caute, The Dancer Defects, 468.
18
Kariann Akemi Yakota, Unbecoming British: How Revolutionary America Became a Postcolonial Nation (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 9.
19
Yakota, Unbecoming British, 12.
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A book that delves into French culture in the United States is François Furstenberg’s
When the United States Spoke French: Five Refugees Who Shaped a Nation, published in 2014.
The book centers on the French émigré population in Philadelphia during the 1790s. This book
provided valuable background to my own research since it focuses on a decade this thesis covers
and it looks at the interplay between Frenchmen and Americans in the new United States. The
book follows five prominent émigrés: Médéric-Louis-Élie Moreau de Saint-Méry, FrançoisAlexandre-Frédéric (duc de La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt), Constantin-François de Chasseboeuf
(comte de Volney), Louis-Marie (vicomte de Noailles), and Charles-Maurice de TalleyrandPérigord during their time in the United States. Even though Furstenberg is tracing the story of
five elite men, he is not telling a traditional “Great Man” history; instead, he works to
incorporate them into a broader international and Atlantic history of the United States during this
tumultuous period. He combines both more recent Atlantic world scholarship with traditional
Progressive school interpretations in order to discuss themes of migration, trade, warfare, and
diplomacy through the lens of the French émigré in Philadelphia. 20 For some of his primary
sources, he analyzes letters, speeches, journals, and more to recreate the vibrant French
community that thrived in the United States. Most helpful to my research includes his appendix
that lists three dancing masters who lived in the French neighborhood in Philadelphia – showing
how there were Frenchman in the city employed as dance instructors. When the United States
Spoke French is a fascinating text that decenters early U.S. history by looking at it not solely
through the lens of Americans but through the eyes of French outsiders who were seeking refuge
from their own revolution.

20

François Furstenberg, When the United States Spoke French: Five Refugees Who Shaped a Nation, (New York:
Penguin Press, 2014), 16-19.
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The final notable text in this historiographic discussion of early U.S. diplomacy and
pertinent cultural and dance histories for this thesis is Mark Boonshoft’s Aristocratic Education
and the Making of the American Republic. Published recently, in 2020, this book is a fitting
conclusion to this historiographical analysis as it explicitly links diplomacy with dance.
Boonshoft’s work examines the academies of the early republican period which were created to
educate the elite youth of the new United States. As such, he dedicates a chapter to the polite
arts, which included dancing and French. 21 He relies heavily on newspaper sources in order to
trace the advertisements for and reactions to, dance classes, teachers, and schools. His chapter
about this ornamental education focuses on Alexandre-Marie Quesnay de Beaurepaire, a
Frenchman who worked to open schools in the United States to teach American elites the polite
arts. 22 Boonshoft also argues for the position of France as the “cultural model” for the United
States during this period. 23 Boonshoft traces the importance of dance education in the 1790s
while also elucidating its connections to U.S. diplomatic standing – two significant arguments
for this study as well.
For this thesis, it is vital to have an understanding of the traditional field of diplomatic
history as it pertains to the United States during the late eighteenth century, as well as a grasp of
related cultural, social, and dance histories alongside musicological and comparative studies, to
create a scholastic mosaic that encompasses my wide-ranging analysis. Since my research
presents a synthesis of different historical foci, this dive into the scholarship moves through the
political diplomatic histories of Samuel Bemis, to dance histories analyzing the social
significance of the minuet, and finally to socio-cultural histories of the development of
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Boonshoft, Aristocratic Education, 96.
More on Quesnay de Beaurepaire and his impact on U.S. elite education will be explored in Chapter 1.
23
Boonshoft, Aristocratic Education, 97.
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aristocratic education in the United States. What this analysis of the pertinent literature reveals is
that while a few historians have touched tangentially on my topic of inquiry, there is still a gap in
the historiography regarding French cultural influence on social dance in the United States
during the 1780s and 1790s, as well as the ways in which that dance culture impacted U.S.
diplomacy. By building on works such as Ruyter’s Reformers and Visionaries and Boonshoft’s
Aristocratic Education and the Making of the American Republic, I hope to demonstrate that
there are still important cultural diplomatic studies of the eighteenth century waiting to be
uncovered.

15

Chapter One: Social Dance Education and Cultural Diplomacy
Children should be taught to Dance as soon as they are capable of learning, that is as soon
as they can well Walk; the Advantage wereof [sic] is this, that it strengthens the Fibres
[sic], confirms the Tone of the Parts, and fashions the whole Body to a graceful and
becoming Carriage: So much therefore of Dancing as belongs to the Behaviour [sic], and
handsome Deportment of the Body, is not only useful, but absolutely necessary. 24
This “absolutely necessary” art of dancing is described in John Essex’s The Young Ladies
Conduct from 1722 in which he details various attributes required to be a lady of merit and
grace. While his words in this work are addressed to women, they ring true for both sexes for
throughout the eighteenth century upper-class men and women in Europe and the United States
were often expected to understand dance, for their own benefit. As Essex reveals above, dance
education was a way to ensure that children learned how to exude grace and bodily control that
was viewed as an essential aspect of social propriety. Through dance, elite children would
internalize the physical manifestations of their class status – their “handsome” and pointed
deportment revealing their genteel education. The physical movements themselves in the dances
provided a visual representation of the social standing of elites. 25 In this chapter, and more
generally throughout this thesis, I will explore such social dance culture in the United States
during the 1780s and 1790s in order to begin to understand its relations to the societal, cultural,
class, and diplomatic realities of the time.
This chapter will focus on the dances that were taught to wealthy and powerful
Americans, how they were taught, and the state of dance education in the U.S. during the late
eighteenth century; this focus on dance education will also serve as an introduction to the
cultural exchange between the U.S. and France – in which dance cultural influence flowed from
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Europe to the United States. This demonstrates how dances helped create an upper-class status
amongst the elites of the United States through shared cultural knowledge. It also showcases how
such socio-cultural understanding – as learned in part through social dance education – would be
useful to aspiring politicians and diplomats, who could use their dance knowledge as a common
cultural language with their counterparts on the Continent. I will argue that French culture
specifically shaped elite U.S. culture during the late eighteenth century in the realm of social
dancing. With European dance instructors teaching French social dances to upper-class
Americans, elite culture in the United States became more “Europeanized.” 26 The dances that
Americans were using were French and European in origin; dancing-masters gained students by
advertising their European and French bona fides, and Frenchmen worked to fund fine arts
education in the new United States. Furthermore, as hinted at by John Essex, the social dances
themselves show how the physical movements of dance, as well as their social and cultural use,
were used to reinforce the elite nature of life for the well-to-do of the new United States. While
these are not objects of study in diplomatic history, I hope that by looking at the cultural
influence of dance, it will become evident that culture is a viable lens through which to view
interchange between foreign nationals during this period. For instance, the informal diplomatic
relationship established between Frenchmen who brought their social dances with them to the
U.S., and the elite Americans who patronized such instructors and adopted their dances into their
own culture, provides an early, and unique, study of cultural diplomacy in the eighteenth century.
Many cultural studies of the eighteenth century focus more on commercial and material culture
as opposed to social dance culture amongst elites; therefore, I also hope to further the discussion
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not just of cultural diplomacy but of cultural study itself in these decades to see how this aspect
of culture could have a perhaps unexpected influence on the lives of upper-class Americans. 27
First, an examination of the popular social dances of the eighteenth-century Atlantic
world will be undertaken in order to understand both the steps themselves and what they could
signify socially and culturally. Following this, I will transition to a broader look at dance
education in the United States to establish how elite Americans were taught to dance, how the
integration of such dance culture was debated amongst the American upper-class, and what this
type of education reveals about cultural diplomatic relations between the United States and
France in these decades. By doing so, I hope to demonstrate the robust dance culture that
bloomed during the late eighteenth century in the United States and its implications for upperclass cohesion, social status, and diplomacy.
The Dances
The two dances that dominated the ballrooms of the new United States in the 1780s and
1790s were the minuet and contredanses. 28 These dances, the French minuet, and the
standardized contredanse française required specific instruction in order to learn the proper steps
and turns. The minuet was a slow and stately dance, characterized by its distinctive “S” or “Z”
shape that partners made as they traversed the dance floor, one couple at a time. Contredanses
varied greatly from the pointedly defined steps of the minuet, instead showcasing a more lively
and upbeat coordinated multi-partner routine where multiple sets of dancers would share the
ballroom floor. Since these social dances formed a sizable component of the dancing in which
elite Americans participated, it is worth understanding what exactly the steps to the minuet and
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contredanses were in order to be able to visualize and better comprehend both the routines
themselves, how they were used, and what they socially, culturally, and diplomatically signified.
Dance manuals published during the eighteenth century provide invaluable background
on these dances – recording not just the steps of the dance, but in some cases the musical
accompaniment, various formations, and even general notes on proper etiquette. Dancingmasters would use such manuals, and their own expertise, in order to teach American elites these
dances – dances that the well-to-do of the new republic would go on to use as an important
element of international cultural exchange and, ultimately, international relations. In this period,
manuals were a useful way to learn a variety of subjects. For instance, diplomats did have access
to diplomatic manuals. However, these manuals did not focus on the “polite arts,” such as
dancing; rather, the emphasis was on the more practical work of diplomacy such as the rules of
negotiations – despite the fact that familiarity with the “polite arts” would certainly enable
Americans both to better understand European culture, and to operate more effectively in their
positions as diplomats.29 For greater context, if we look further back into the sixteenth century at
a courtier’s manual, we find discussion of the proper role and setting for such activities in
Baldassarre Castiglione’s The Book of the Courtier in which dancing is discussed as an
appropriate pastime for a gentleman, so long as the fellow portrays proper levels of restraint and
grace. 30 While a different time and society than is being explored in this study eighteenth century
America, the strict rules and expectations of a courtier in earlier centuries certainly echoes the
social and cultural expectations of the well-to-do of the Atlantic world during this period –
showing the much longer tradition of polite arts than is being analyzed in this small snippet of
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decades in the late eighteenth century. Regardless, dancing manuals provide a useful glimpse
into the world of dancing that was of such importance to the wealthy and powerful of the new
United States.
In 1700, Raoul-Auger Feuillet published Chorégraphie; a text that revolutionized dance
instruction in the latter end of the early modern period. 31 This book was quite formative, for it
established a dance notation system – known commonly as the Feuillet notation – that allowed
dancing-masters to suddenly share a common language to record dance steps. 32 The Feuillet
notation is utilized in many dance manuals throughout the eighteenth-century, including those
that form the bedrock of this analysis. It would be infinitely harder to reconstruct these dances
from the 1700s, if not for the Feuillet notation. I will briefly go over the key aspects of this
notation system, in order to aid in the description of these social dances. Chorégraphie, while
originally published in 1700, was reprinted a few times through to 1713. In 1706, John Weaver, a
dancer and instructor from London, translated this seminal text, titled Orchesography or, the Art
of Dancing, in order to bring this French book to English-speaking audiences. Even this early in
the century, French dancers and dancing-masters were looked to as the authority for dance
knowledge all across Europe – with Chorégraphie itself being translated into English and
German; and the Feuillet notation showing up in Italian and Spanish dance manuals, thus
demonstrating the wide reach of this French dance notation across the continent. 33 For this study,
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an understanding of the notation system was vital, for the manuals I relied on to reconstruct these
routines used the Feuillet notation to describe not just common steps used in ballroom dances,
but also complete descriptions of dances including the minuet. Figure 1 is from the seminal work
Chorégraphie, in which one can see a clear notation of the five basic foot positions for social
dancing and ballet. In this example of Feuillet’s notation, the circle represents the heel of a foot,
and the line demonstrates the direction one’s toes should be pointing. Here we can see a common
French origin for the standardization of both social and theatrical dance, with the basic steps
being the same as ballet – a performance dance style popularized and standardized in the court of
King Louis XIV. 34
Figure 2 is from Kellom Tomlinson’s The Art of Dancing, in which a clear breakdown of
Feuillet’s notation style is detailed. From this page, we can see the description of the steps
growing in complexity from the top to the bottom of the page: beginning with the simple
markings to delineate types of steps such as a “Hop” or “Whole Turn”, through to full phrases of
dance, such as “Some Steps made use of in the Minuet by way of Grace,” incorporating
numerous steps and movement across the ballroom. 35 If one directs their attention to the left side
of Figure 2, one can clearly see the same five basic positions from Feuillet’s text. By viewing
Figures 1 and 2 side by side, it is evident that the notation system developed by Feuillet had

passos de la danza del minuete, con todas sus reglas, y de conducir los brazos en cada passo : y en quatro figuras,
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categorically changed how dance could be recorded in the eighteenth century – lending itself to
describing the complicated steps that were the hallmark of the minuet. Figure 2 reveals some of
the steps used in dancing the minuet (see the bottom half of the image) to which we shall now
turn.

Figure 1: “La Dance” from Chorégraphie by Raoul-Auger
Feuillet
Feuillet Notation showing the five basic feet position for
social dancing and ballet. 36

Figure 2: Plate O from The Art of Dancing by Kellom
Tomlinson;
Explaining Feuillet Notation and providing examples of its
use for the minuet. 37
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The minuet is a Baroque dance, originally made popular in the mid-seventeenth century.
Much like ballet, it was popularized originally at the court of the Sun King, but still danced in the
1790s – even as newer dances also entered the ballroom, competing for prominence. Tomlinson
describes the minuet as “…one of the most graceful as well as difficult Dances to arrive at a
Mastery of,” a fact he must have truly believed for he dedicated the entirety of book two of The
Art of Dancing to describing the dance. 38 The minuet can be broken down into four main
segments: the introduction, the “S” or “Z”, the presenting of the right and left arms, and the
conclusion, or the presenting of both arms. 39 This aristocratic routine was customarily danced
one couple at a time, which allowed spectators to witness whether or not the performers spent the
requisite time to learn this complicated dance correctly. At the start of the dance, for the
introduction the couple makes the “Honour or Courtesy to the Prescence or upper Part of the
room in which we dance, and afterwards to our Partner, the Dance begins directly.” 40 By
starting the dance with bows towards the “upper Part of the Room,” this meant that the beginning
of the dance was meant to pay respect to the highest ranking individual in the room, traditionally
the king. 41 Since the minuet commences with such a show of deference, it reveals the underlying
hierarchies of the ballroom, with the movements of the dance themselves displaying submission.
Following the reverence, the dance proceeded to the presenting of the left and right arms, which
in practice involved extremely precise movements from one’s head to their wrists, and even to
their toes – everything in a properly danced minuet was done with pointed intent. A particularly
distinctive aspect of the minuet was its signature “S’ or “Z” shape that the couple made when
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crossing the floor. In Figure 3, one can see this shape in the center panels, along with the steps
the dancers are meant to complete as they follow the “S” or “Z” path – again with extremely
detailed steps delineated in Feuillet’s popular notation. After going through the sections of the
dance, the minuet ends with the presenting of both arms "...during which the Arms are raised
near the Height of the Shoulder, and the Elbows a little elevated or raised forming a Circle or
whole Round." 42 Lastly, much like it began, the dance concludes with a “Reverence or Courtesy”
as the two dancers politely finish their performance, again reinforcing their obedience. 43 The
entirety of the minuet was defined by grace and discipline, combined to present a slow, stately,
and elegant dance that served to reinforce the social hierarchy through movement – with
complicated steps and numerous obsequious gestures designed to reinforce the status of the
dancer and their subservience to the high-ranking viewer. By learning how to properly execute
such a dance, American elites were ensuring that they were able to perform their prestige both
inside and outside the ballroom. The grace and body awareness brought about by this instruction
could reveal itself in more mundane settings than the dance floor. As dancing-master GiovanniAndrea Gallini asserted:
When once an habit of easy dignity, with an unaffected air of portliness, had been
sufficiently familiarised, it will constantly shew itself in every even the most indifferent
gesture or action of the possessor…Does he come into a room? His air immediately
strikes the company in his favor, and gives a prepossessing idea to his advantage. He will
then have nothing to do but to keep up the impression he will have made. 44
Gallini is explaining the benefits of knowing how to dance, beyond just knowing the proper
steps. A gentleman who can dance a minuet will have gained a bearing that speaks to his upperclass status and will reveal to company his polite manners and deportment. As mentioned
42
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previously, the minuet is just one of many dances American elites enjoyed performing – next, we
shall turn to contredanses.

Figure 3: Plate U from The Art of Dancing by Kellom Tomlinson;
Demonstrating the steps and form of the minuet. 45

Unlike the minuet, there is considerable confusion and contradiction over the roots of
contredanses. For instance, the name varies from contredanse, country dance, and contra dance –
all referring to roughly the same style of dance but influenced by its exchange back and forth
across the English Channel. The prevailing theory is that contredanse grew out of English
country dances – with the English dances coming to France, being rechristened first contredanse
anglaise before transforming into contredanse francaise, and then returning to Great Britain
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under the new moniker. 46 However, early contredanse only seems to incorporate the “longways
formation” of country dances – that is, dances that were comprised of two lines of dancers facing
each other in a rectangular shape that could accommodate as many dancers as the room would
allow. 47 Later in the eighteenth century, this form further evolved to include a square shaped
routine danced by four couples. 48 Country dances also included more circular forms, that seem to
have been adapted by the French into the cotillon or, as it is known in English, the cotillion,
which is a type of contredanse. 49 As such, regardless of the origin or the complicated
etymological provenance, contredanses by any name were notably popular during the late
eighteenth century and heavily influenced by the standardization of French dancers.
During this period, balls traditionally began with the minuet. Following this ceremonial,
and, as has been established, traditionally aristocratic, dance, the revelries would then often turn
towards contredanses, which were simpler group dances. In general, country dances and
contredanses seem to be a catch-all term for lively, multi-partner dances that involved following
various patterns or figures on the dance floor. Dance manuals discussing country dances can be
found in the mid-seventeenth century with John Playford’s The English Dancing Master; in
1706, the first edition of Feuillet’s Recueil de Contredanses was published and later translated by
dancing-master John Essex in his English edition titled For Further Improvement of Dancing
where we see contredanses being translated as country dances. 50 This manual details some
46
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general forms of contredanses, including the recommended number of dancers – “Country
Dances are Danced with as many Persons as you please, provided it be an even number…as
many men as women” – and a general opening formation where the men and women are lined up
facing one another, with the men all in one line and the women all in the other. 51 From here, the
couples would dance to the front of the line. As mentioned earlier, other common formations for
a contredanse involves four couples, assembled in a square shape or circular cotillons. From
these differing formations, there is a wide range of variations to contredanses, with different
figures for partner switching, turning, and moving. Some of these forms can be seen in Figure 4
from Le repertoire des bals published by La Cuisse, which included descriptions and depictions
of more than eighty-five contredanses and their variations along with the musical
accompaniment for the routines. 52 La Cuisse’s work is by no means the largest compendium of
contredanses, the 1728 edition of Playford’s English Dancing Master contains a staggering 900
variations of contredanses. 53
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Figure 4: “Figure De La Griel Contredanse” from Le répertoire des bals by La Cuisse;
Demonstrates the forms of a contredanse. 54

In this example, from the top to the bottom of the page, one can see a description of the steps, a
drawing of individuals dancing the steps, then a depiction of the pattern the couples are meant to
make as they traverse through the sections of the dance, and finally the music made to
accompany that particular part. Unlike the descriptions of the minuet which relied on notation
styles such as Feuillet’s in order to show the complicated footwork required for that particular
dance, contredanses were less concerned with individual steps than knowing the different ways
couples were meant to move towards, away, and around each other. This is evident when looking
at the diagrams of the dances with lines traversing the square in order to demonstrate different
ways of moving through the dance space, as opposed to showcasing the exact type of step meant
to produce that motion. This is a telling way in which contredanses were more focused on social
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interaction amongst numerous dancing couples while the minuet was more of a social test to
prove one could keep up with the complicated footwork and the expected body carriage of the
dance. As such, balls began with the exacting dancing of the minuet before transitioning to the
faster, and more lively, contredanses – allowing the elite participants to highlight their genteel
education and to find enjoyment within the routines.
The cotillion, or cotillon, is a type of contredanse characterized by is its use of circular
dancing, as opposed to the rectangular and square forms previously discussed. Dancing manuals
during this period also worked to incorporate descriptions of this type of dance. For instance, in
1798 John Trumbull, from Connecticut, published The Gentleman & Lady's Companion;
Containing The Newest Cotillions and Country Dances… by an anonymous author, which much
like the title suggests showcased both cotillions and country dances. Unfortunately, this manual
contains no diagrams or drawings of the dances taking place; instead, it is comprised of concise
descriptions of the moves of various dances. For example, in the cotillions section the author
describes one dance called “La Fayette Forever” presumably named after the Marquis de
Lafayette, a Frenchmen and a hero of the American War for Independence. In this dance, the
writer instructs: “All round, chasse four open, back again, balance in the middle, then half right
and left, the gentlemen balance and turn the ladies to their left hand only half way, set, chasse all
eight that you may be in your former places: The 3d and 4th couples do the same.” 55 This sort of
description is not incredibly detailed, yet again demonstrating that these energetic contredanses
and cotillions are focused more on the interchange between couples than, for instance, intricate
footwork, like the hops, sinks, and bounds described in meticulous detail by dancing-masters
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such as Kellom Tomlinson. For the contredanses, this focus on the figures allows participants
with less formal dance education to participate – as opposed to the minuet which could take
years for a student to master; however, the rapidly expanding compendiums of contredanses
ensured the need for instruction in both styles. 56 Both of these dance styles – contredanse and
minuet – formed the core of social dancing in the United States during the late eighteenthcentury.
It is evident that during the eighteenth century, social dancing was inextricably linked at
some level with France; whether one looks at the origins of the dances, who led to their
popularization and standardization, and who wrote the bedrock of dance treatises. The minuet is
a particularly telling example, due to its origins in the French court, before growing in popularity
and prominence across Europe, and eventually travelling across the ocean into the future United
States. The minuet appears to have maintained its noble reputation throughout the eighteenth
century – becoming a symbol of prestige and elite culture due to an assortment of factors
including: its origins in the illustrious court of the Sun King; its complicated choreography which
required lots of time to learn appropriately – time that those of lower classes did not have to
devote towards the seemingly frivolous learning of such intricate dance steps; and, its continued
popularity with the well-to-do of Europe and the United States. 57 Overall, the minuet became a
popular French dance that was associated with the regality of French court while also becoming
a broader symbol of upper-class prestige. Recall: balls began with the dancing of the minuet, in
which couples would dance one at a time according to rank, and who would pay respect to the
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high-ranking hosts of the event; as such, the steps of the dance itself are rooted in aristocratic
hierarchical ceremony. Dr. Richard Leppert writes of the meaning of the minuet in England
during the eighteenth century, asserting that the minuet was a dance that symbolized France itself
– and while both loved and hated, it was too important to the social world of English elites to be
ignored; regardless of its French connections. 58 Leppert may be writing of England, but I argue
that this meaning of the minuet maintains itself in the new United States. As former British
colonists, elite Americans were already familiar with the hallmarks of European upper-class
society and thus, for them the minuet would have also been a strong symbol of France. This is all
to say that the reputation of the minuet continued to conjure up images of France, and French
aristocracy, while also serving as a class-affirming social ritual.
As mentioned previously, the French origins of the contredanse are more muddled,
however; the dances themselves were still undeniably influenced by France – even if they did not
initially originate from that country. Since France was looked to as such an authority for dance
culture, it is unsurprising that contredanse grew in popularity after being reimagined by French
dancers and dancing -masters. Even early European dancing-masters, such as John Essex, looked
to French dancing-masters, like Feuillet, in order to grow their own craft and expand the
popularity of the dances. Ultimately, even before we delve into the more direct and indirect
interactions between the United States and France in regards to social dancing – it is most
certainly noteworthy that France was looked to as the hallmark of social dance throughout the
eighteenth century and that the dances themselves, that Americans would go to dancing-masters,
classes, and academies to learn in order to conform to the social and cultural expectations of their
age, were often in some way rooted in France.
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Dance Education
Elite Americans did not learn these dances solely by studying these dance manuals at
home. Often, dancing masters were hired as private tutors at homes of wealthy Americans, as
instructors for dance classes in cities, or as teachers at academies and boarding schools.
Newspapers from the period reveal numerous advertisements for such dance instruction, while
papers and correspondence from George Washington and Thomas Jefferson, among other elite
Americans, reveals what the state of dance education was like in the early United States. By
exploring these sources, I aim to showcase how elite Americans learned to dance in order to
demonstrate the important social and cultural roles these dances fulfilled, the way such
knowledge could aid current and aspiring diplomats and politicians, and the cultural diplomatic
elements of such polite education in the United States.
George Washington, before rising to his near-mythic status as the first President of the
United States, lived the life of a wealthy colonist on his plantation at Mount Vernon. His diary
entries from 1770 reveal that dance classes were held at his estate, along with other nearby
homes. During that year, Washington records numerous visits from the dancing-master, Francis
Christian. 59 His financial records also disclose payments to Christian for dancing class on behalf
of his stepdaughter Martha “Patsy” Parke Custis and Amelia “Milly” Posey, a presumed friend
of Patsy’s who spent part of her childhood living at Mount Vernon. 60 His stepson, John Parke
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Custis, was also taught by Christian. 61 From this, we can see that Washington evidently thought
it worthwhile for his various wards to receive dance instruction, and was fond enough of the
practice to host lessons in his own home. It seems that accommodating such classes was a way to
demonstrate one’s social standing by having the space to host classes that taught such a soughtafter ornamental subject. Phillip Vickers Fithian, a tutor in Virginia, wrote of Christian’s
instruction in his journal from 1773. He records that Christian “is punctual, and rigid in his
discipline, so strict indeed that he struck two of the Young Misses for a fault in the course of
their performance,” and that “he rebuked one of the young Fellows” to either fix his behavior or
to leave the school. 62 It seems that Christian took his subject very seriously, pointing to the
prestige of dance education – that it was not merely meant to be an amusement but a skill that
must be learned both diligently and correctly. This attention to detail and correct instruction
helps to further delineate the upper-class nature of the dance. Fithian further describes this dance
class, noting that, “There were several Minuets danced with great ease and propriety; after which
the whole company Joined in country-dances.” 63 After the classes concluded, the students and
instructors returned later in the evening for more dancing, where again Fithian writes of the
minuets and country dances the company danced “till half after Seven when Mr Christian
retired.” 64 Thanks to Fithian’s journal, we can understand what such a dance class, like the ones
Washington hosted at Mount Vernon, would have looked like, and importantly, that the dances
practiced in these lessons were both minuets and country dances.
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Fithian himself did not know how to dance; a fact that seems to have caused him some
amount of consternation. He writes of an invitation to dance, “I declined it…not without Wishes
that it had been a part of my Education to learn what I think is an innocent and an ornamental,
and most certainly… a necessary qualification for a person to appear even decent in
Company!” 65 By not having this “necessary qualification,” Fithian is unable to engage in this
social practice that is so important in the society in which he operates. His observations on dance
point to how important it was to know how to dance, and that not knowing how put one at a
social disadvantage – one that as a tutor, and thus not the same social status as his wards, he
could overcome; however, his students, being the children of elites, would receive the dance
education that he did not have the opportunity to learn, ensuring they did not suffer a similar
social demarcation. While these dance classes occurred in the decade before this study is focused
in earnest, it still provides a useful example for what dance instruction was like in colonial
America, and its perceived necessity – a reality that continued during and after the creation of the
independent United States.
This is not the end of the evidence for George Washington’s relationship with dance
education. In 1785, he writes about his nephews who are “desireous [sic] of going to the Dancing
School in George town [sic].” 66 In an echo of Fithian’s remarks, Washington notes that he wants
his relatives to “be introduced into life with those qualifications which are deemed necessary,” in
regards to their wish to be taught how to dance. 67 This reinforces the important function social
dance served in early American elite society, as these individuals emulated such dance culture as
a way to ensure cultural continuity between the United States and its European counterparts.
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Since the dances they were learning were of French and European origin, and they were taught
by French dancing-masters, they served as symbols of European prestige – a world that these
new Americans would have been familiar with from their time as British colonists. By having
this necessary knowledge of dance, I argue that these young elite Americans were being prepared
to enter into the upper-class Atlantic world, by being able to perform the steps, both literally and
figuratively, of dance and diplomacy. Dance seems to have been a required aspect of education
for young gentlemen who hoped to enter the political or diplomatic spheres for it ensured they
would not commit any social faux pas when mingling with their complements abroad by not
knowing how to dance. Furthermore, Washington also wanted his nephews to learn French,
another important aspect of European elite education that was popular in the United States during
this time. 68 Dance and French instruction went hand in hand during this period, with American
elites wishing for their children to both know how to dance these popular French social dances,
and how to speak the French language itself – two skills that would serve them well abroad and
simultaneously reinforce their elite status at home. 69
Washington was familiar enough with the dancing instruction given to his family
members that in 1792 he wrote a letter of recommendation on behalf of Mr. James Robardet, a
dancing-master who had taught his step-grandchildren, who desired to establish a school. 70
Washington writes that:
Mr Robardet’s attention to my grand children, and the progress which they have made
under his instruction, induce me to recommend him on these accounts from my own
68
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knowledge: He has likewise kept a dancing School in this City [Philadelphia] the winter
past—in which I am informed he has given much satisfaction, and his conduct has been
marked with decency & propriety, so far as I have heard. 71
Washington’s recommendation of Robardet, based on both personal experience and his
reputation, shows that he was aware of the quality of dance education he provided. That
Washington, while serving as the first President of the United States, felt it worthwhile to vouch
for a dancing-master, highlights the significance such dance instruction could hold. From this,
we can see how notable dance knowledge was in this elite society, further strengthening the
cultural bonds between the United States and Europe through this shared understanding of social
dance.
Dance education was not just a product of plantation life, it was also popular in the
growing cities of the new United States. There were a variety of dance classes advertised in
Philadelphia, proclaiming the various European dances the instructors would be teaching. In
1795, WM M’Dougall opened a dancing school for the season, hosted in “the elegant ballroom
on Harmony-street” where young ladies would be taught in the mornings and young men would
be taught in the evening, in order to learn the social dances popular in France, England, and
Scotland. 72 The following year, an advertisement succinctly titled “Dancing” promoted dance
classes taught by Mr. Francis and Mr. Byrn who both worked with the New Theatre in
Philadelphia. In order to encourage students to sign up, the ad emphasized that Mr. Byrn knows
the “dances of London and Paris” along with the “Favorite Scotch reels” – showcasing that a
broad knowledge of European dances appealed to those searching for quality dance instruction. 73
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This particular course proposed to teach both “young pupils” on Thursdays and Saturdays in the
afternoon, and “for those of a more advanced age” on Tuesday and Thursday evenings. 74 This
reveals that dance education was not something just for the youth, but was sought after by both
young and older audiences. While it is not abundantly clear the exact ages of “those of a more
advanced age,” it nonetheless demonstrates that there was some variety of age-groups interested
in such instruction, as elites wanted to ensure they knew how to properly dance. One dance class
was solely for female students, advertised “To Ladies only” with an interest to “teach the
Minuet, Minuet de la Cour, Allemand, Gavvot, Quadrilles, Strathspeys, and all Scotch
Dances…” from the Gazette of the United States in early 1797. 75 This is an interesting
designation, for while social dancing by necessity involved the mixing of sexes at balls, dance
instruction was not always a joint affair. In 1799, the Byrne’s advertise yet another genderseparated dance class: “on Tuesdays and Saturdays, from ten till twelve in the morning for
Young Ladies, and in the evenings of the same days from six till nine for Gentlemen,” similar to
M’Dougall’s classes. 76 These advertisements speak to the social environment of the day, with
social dancing being a practiced and supervised activity between men and women; one where
each was expected to prescribe to their particular gender role – extending so far to sometimes
have gender-segregated instruction so as to prevent any interaction that could be viewed as
improper. The aforementioned advertisement also informs the public that Mr. and Mrs. Byrne,
“mean to teach every fashionable Dance now in use in the politest circles of Europe,” which
again asserts the strong links between dance instruction and the idea of Europeanness. The
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demand for instruction that would prepare American elites to partake in the “politest circles of
Europe,” reinforces the important role that dance played in legitimizing their status both at home
and abroad, for without knowing how to dance they would be ill prepared to participate in that
genteel world; for instance, how could an aspiring gentlemen diplomat hope to operate abroad
without such useful cultural knowledge.
Regardless of whether the students were taught together or apart, often their dancingmasters also hosted balls where their students could practice their newfound skills. For instance,
in 1798 Mr. Francis promotes “four more subscription Balls,” in addition to his “fifth practicing
Ball” for his “Scholars, and the public in general.” 77 These balls were an opportunity for students
of these dancing-masters to demonstrate what they have learned in their classes, and presumably
for the dancing masters to gain more clientele through proof of expertise. These are but a small
sampling of advertisements for dance classes in Philadelphia in the 1790s, but they demonstrate
that there was a market for such instruction, judging at least from the regularity with which such
dance education was promoted. These dancing-masters worked to appeal to all upper-class men
and women, as they proclaimed their experience based on their knowledge of the popular social
dances of Europe – an education that American elites were quick to provide their patronage.
There were numerous dancing-masters at work in the United States during the 1780s and
the 1790s. The sampling of promotions above mention various individuals who taught these
dance classes. The Byrnes are a name that come up repeatedly in the late 1790s, with both
husband and wife being prominent dancers at the New Theatre in Philadelphia and teaching
dance classes in the city. 78 Sometimes, dancing-masters would join forces in order to work
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together to gain more students, such as Mr. Francis and Mr. Warrel who advertised “that they
propose opening their school immediately on their arrival from Baltimore” and that payment
would be “Private tuition in families as usual.” 79 It appears that instructors would sometimes
move from city to city, such as Baltimore to Philadelphia to New York, as they promoted their
craft. The “Private tuition” they mention points to the cost-prohibitive reality of dance instruction
in the United States – it was not something that was meant to be universally affordable; instead,
the price of instruction was another way in which dance instruction was a marker of elite status,
one had to be able to afford to learn how to dance the stately minuets and lively contredanses –
not to mention having the leisure time available to dedicate to such pursuits.
The influence of French dance culture in the United States during this period can be seen
plainly when looking at the array of dancing masters who were from France. After the onset of
the French Revolution, many noble men and women, along with those who made their living
supporting aristocratic lifestyles – such as dancing-masters – fled the country. Known as
émigrés, a large group of them made Philadelphia their home-in-exile. In the 1790s, there were
so many French people in the country that Abigail Adams, the wife of John Adams, noted, “the
Coffe [sic] House in this city [Philadelphia] is filld [sic] with french [sic] Men. I was was [sic?]
told last Evening that there are ten to one American, who daily filld [sic] that place. they are
scatterd [sic] all over the union and what ever their Professions, they are to a Man Frenchmen—
" 80 Abigail may have disliked the influx of French people into the capital city, but it is
undeniable that the French émigrés population had a marked influence on culture in Philadelphia,
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where they promoted French music, the French language, and French dancing. Among this
French population, there is evidence of some dancing-masters who lived in the city: B. Quesnest,
Pierre Landrin Duport, and Dozel, although with such a large French population in the city it is
probably safe to assume that that more worked either in Philadelphia, or travelled to other towns
in the country. 81 Quesnest, Robardet (recall from Washington’s recommendation), and Duport
taught dance classes at Oeller’s Hotel in the city – a place that would also host many balls for
President Washington’s birthday, as will be discussed in chapter two. Dancing-masters in the
United States during this period fulfilled the desire of upper-class Americans to learn how to
dance, and the European origin of some instructors only further served to strengthen the bonds
between the dances that were being taught and their place of origin in France – showcasing this
particular type of cultural diplomacy.
A notable early American diplomat and politician, Thomas Jefferson, ensured that his
daughter, Martha Jefferson, received a quality dance education in a couple of cities in the United
States. In 1779 and 1780, his financial records show that he paid for seven-year-old Martha to
attend Sarah Hallam’s dancing school in Williamsburg, VA. 82 However, in 1783 her fine arts
education would be relocated to Philadelphia, where her father made sure “to procure for her the
best tutors in French, dancing, music and drawing.” 83 One of these tutors, the French instructor,
was chosen by François Barbé-Marbois, a French diplomatic official in the United States,
highlighting the relationship between him and Jefferson. 84 Clearly, Jefferson was looking for the
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“best tutors,” if selection was being made by a French official, for who would have more helpful
input than a native speaker. Thus, Martha was taught the hallmarks of an elite ornamental
education, as befitting her status as an upper-class child. Jefferson did not merely pay for her
education; he seems to have been very invested in guaranteeing that her instruction was
worthwhile. In November of 1783, he sends her a detailed schedule of how he wishes her to
spend her time while in Philadelphia:
from 8. to 10 o’clock practise music.
from 10. to 1. dance one day and draw another
from 1. to 2. draw on the day you dance, and write a letter the next day.
from 3. to 4. read French.
from 4. to 5. exercise yourself in music.
from 5. till bedtime read English, write &c. 85
This plan of study Jefferson provided to his daughter demonstrates how closely he monitored her
education, showing how important it was to him. The schedule shows time allotted for all aspects
of the polite arts – with time dedicated to music, dancing, drawing, and French, with evident
hopes that Martha would excel at them all. He tells her, “The acquirements which I hope you
will make under the tutors I have provided for you will render you more worthy of my love, and
if they cannot increase it they will prevent it’s diminution,” further detailing how seriously he
takes the matter of her education, by lavishly asserting its impact on his love for her. Jefferson
was often a grandiose writer, and as such, this assertion should be taken less literally than it reads
– although, the sentiments still point to the hopes he had for the result of Martha’s studies. By
paying for her to be educated by skilled tutors, and making such an effort to be involved in her
education even from a distance, it is evident that Martha receiving an education in these polite
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arts was a priority for Jefferson. Put succinctly in his own words, “Her time in Philadelphia will
be chiefly occupied in acquiring a little taste and execution in such of the fine arts…” 86
One particularly noteworthy advocate for fine arts education in the United Sates during
the late eighteenth century was Chevalier Quesnay de Beaurepaire, a Frenchman whose
grandfather was a royal physician. Beaurepaire originally came to the United States to fight
during the American War for Independence, under the rank of Captain. 87 During the conflict, he
had the opportunity to travel through colonial America, and was struck by the lack of attention
paid to the fine arts. In his memoir, Memoir Concerning The Academy of the Arts and Sciences
of the United States of America at Richmond Virginia, Beaurepaire notes that he realized during
his initial time in what was to soon become the United States, “…the fine arts were so far
neglected that even with moderate talents I could be useful there. I sought at first to create and
arouse the taste of Americans by private instruction. Very soon I had students, and conceived the
plan of founding an academy in America…” 88 His plan for an academy in the United States – the
subject of his memoir – is worth delving into; the memoir highlights the links between education,
the fine arts, and a goal of increased relations between the United States and France – all topics
of significance to this study which serve to reinforce my overarching discussion of FrancoAmerican cultural diplomacy during this period.
Early on in his memoir, Beaurepaire states his desire for an academy that would work to
strengthen the connections between the United States and France through common educational
goals. His aspirations included, “binding America to my country by new bonds of gratitude,
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similarity of tastes, and very intimate intercourse between the individuals of the two nations.” 89
Throughout the memoir, the theme of strengthening U.S.-Franco relations is a common refrain.
Beaurepaire attempts to persuade potential investors in France with emphasis on the possibility
of reinforcing such an international relationship – by talking about his plans to hire European
instructors, the importance of such an education in the United States, and its potential to aid the
commercial interests of Frenchmen. This discussion of importing European teachers brings to
mind the French dancing-masters who would take residence in Philadelphia throughout the
1780s and 1790s, another instance where a European background could gain one more students.
Beaurepaire had a grand ambition, to create the Academy of Arts and Sciences, based in
Richmond, Virginia, in order to provide a place for high-quality instruction in both more
traditional academic fields such as the natural sciences, math, and chemistry, and foreign
languages, architecture, drawing, “Music, arms, the dance, horsemanship, and other branches of
education…” 90 Plainly, the inclusion of dance as a subject in this proposed academy is of
particular note to this study. With this wide-ranging curriculum, Beaurepaire strived to create a
sort of “Universal Academy” in the United States – an academy that would educate Americans in
Virginia while being linked to an administrative apparatus based in Paris. 91 This would have
created direct lines of communication between the two countries, providing a clear example of
cultural diplomacy with teachers from Europe being sent to educate elite Americans in topics
that Beaurepaire found to be lacking within the current educational system in the states.
Beaurepaire emphasizes throughout his memoir the ways that his proposed academy
would strengthen the relationship between the United States and France, specifically, and the
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United States and Europe, more generally. As he tried to soothe the possible fears of investors,
he remarked that Americans were very interested in seeing such an institution created and that it
“is the opinion of many distinguished persons, who, joining to the love of the fine arts the clear
view of a sound policy, wish to see the bonds of the various nations of Europe with America
perpetuated.” 92 Here, he is clearly stating that there are supporters in America who understand
that creating bonds between Europe and the United States through fine arts education is a
worthwhile endeavor – which continues to demonstrate that importance of adopting European,
and French, culture, in order to operate effectively in this elite Atlantic world. The long lists of
both French and Virginian subscribers to the academy, suggests that Beaurepaire is not
embellishing the desires of Americans for such a school. 93 He is also not subtle about his pride in
being a Frenchmen – stating, “…I would say that I have always sought, in my narrow sphere, to
make the French name beloved and respected;…” From this, we can infer that part of the appeal
of creating an academy of arts and sciences on such a grand scale would be to perpetuate the
prestige of France in the United States through these educational ties. Beaurepaire also seems to
be incredibly fond of Americans, singing their praises throughout the memoir, and concluding
the document with a striking exclamation:
“…I shall regard as the noblest day of my life that on which, disembarking upon
American soil, I may exclaim: ‘At last I am here, I come to fulfil the promises I made, to
accomplish the expectations which were conceived of me, and to prove to Americans that
I am worthy of their confidence, friendship and esteem.” 94
The international relations that form the bedrock of this proposed Academy can also be seen in
the long list of “Foreign Fellows” for the institution including “The Marquis de la Fayette,
Marshal of the King’s Camps and Armies, Major General in the service of the United States of
92
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America,” and “Jefferson, Minister Plenipotentiary from the United States of North America,”
two prominent individuals in this early period of U.S. history – a Frenchmen who aided the
American Revolution (and who would go on to play a pivotal role in the French Revolution) and
Thomas Jefferson, one of the quintessential founders of the United States who at the time of this
proposed Academy was serving as the chief diplomat for the U.S. in Paris. Beaurepaire himself
is an example of the growing relationship between the United States and France during this
period as well, propagated by an informal diplomatic actor, working tirelessly to link the two
nations with the bonds of arts and sciences education. Monsieur Bassuel du Vignois, the
secretary at the first meeting of the committee of correspondence for the Academy, notes that
“He [Beaurepaire] commands the interest, at once, of two worlds.” 95
Despite Beaurepaire’s steadfast work, and his French and American supporters, the
Academy of Arts and Sciences in Richmond was seemingly doomed not to be, for the onset of
the French Revolution put an end to the project. Beaurepaire returned to France, leaving behind
his dream of a “Universal Academy” in the United States of America. Notwithstanding the
unfortunate end of the planned institution, it still provides a striking example of the dialogue
between those in the United States and France during the late eighteenth-century in regards to
education, both of the sciences, and of the fine arts – naturally, including dance education. This
foray into Beaurepaire’s vision provides a fascinating example of the cultural diplomatic bonds
that could exist at this period – with a proud Frenchman so personally dedicated to spreading the
prestige of his country and educating Americans of whom he had grown so fond during his time
in the new country.
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Up to this point, we have explored the popular dance styles of the late eighteenth century
and the ways in which they were taught to American elites in the United States. The minuet and
contredanses, or country dances to use their anglicized name, dominated the ballrooms in Europe
and the United States. Dance manuals helped to spread knowledge of these dances, and their
French origins and popularization, both in Europe and into the United States. Dancing-masters
used their expertise, or purported prestige, in order gain upper-class American clientele to teach
these European dances that were so essential to polite society. Prominent Americans, such as
George Washington and Thomas Jefferson, patronized such instructors by having their children
educated in dance and French, which continued to strengthen the cultural ties between the United
States and Europe. Beaurepaire endeavored to do so as well, with his tireless efforts to create an
Academy of Arts and Sciences, linking the United States and France through positive
educational connections. With all of this in mind, I argue that the cultural influences of French
dance on the burgeoning elite culture of the U.S. can be viewed as a type of cultural diplomacy –
wherein cultural exports from France, in this case the social dances made and/or popularized in
France, are being imported into the United States. Through individuals such as dancing masters
and institutions like Quesnay’s proposed academy, American elites learned these genteel
European social dances in order to share a common language of dance with their upper-class
counterparts across the Atlantic and to simultaneously, reinforce their own elite class status at
home. This class legitimation using, in part, social dance culture, has political and diplomatic
relevance that will be further explored in chapters two and three. All of this discussion of social
dance culture in the United States during the 1780s and 1790s is not meant to assert that
everyone in the country was a supporter of such polite arts education, or that they agreed with the
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aims and influences of such instruction. Those who critiqued the dominant social dance culture
of the day will be explored next.
Social Dance Cultural Debates
Dance education was not universally lauded across the United States as a worthwhile
investment of one’s time or money. In fact, such European, ornamental, education caused
concern with some who felt that European influences, including social dance, would harm the
growing republic. Issues were raised over the moral degradation – both religiously and socially –
that social dancing could cause, the financial burden of such instruction, and the proper place in
society for such European customs and manners. Overall, concerns ranged from the moral, to
financial, to political, and everything in between. In this section, the detractors of the polite arts
will be studied, in order to add nuance to this study to demonstrate that while social dance
cultural was generally popular – it was not without controversy; and, that even with such
opposition, it still prospered in elite American society.
Complaints against dancing and dance education were sometimes put forth by religious
groups and leaders who found the activity to be everything from a distasteful amusement to an
outright sin. Cotton Mather, the prominent Puritan clergyman, was one such opponent who
recorded in his diary his displeasure with members of his “Flock” who had participated in “a
Frolick [sic], a revelling [sic] Feast, and Ball” to celebrate Christmas in the winter of 1711. 96 He
is quite concerned with the possibility of these young men and women being corrupted by such
pastimes, and as such he takes it as his duty to “bring them unto Repentance, and prevent such
Follies for the Time to come.” 97 In 1706, the Society of Friends in Philadelphia, petitioned the
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Governor against dancing and fencing. 98 While these examples are from early in the century,
they are nonetheless revealing of how religious officials could be troubled by the prevalence of
dancing in their culture. In 1794, a letter penned by Anglican Reverend Devereux Jarratt, the
minister of Bath Parish, Dinwiddie County, Virginia, recalls that in his youth he was introduced
to the “wicked” and “ungodly” pastimes of “cards, racing, and dancing,” by his “elders and
superiors.” 99 He laments that he had been encouraged to pursue such entertainments, even on
Sundays. Despite religious displeasure throughout the century, by the end of the eighteenth
century it is evident that dance culture had become an integral part of life and education for the
well-to-do of the country; even with devout detractors, social dancing had firmly established
itself in the new United States.
Sometimes aversion to such polite arts found its way into proposed legislation, as was the
case in Massachusetts in 1779. As recorded in the Journals of the House of Representatives of
Massachusetts, the bill was for “suppressing theatrical Entertainments, Horse-Racing, Gaming,
and such other Diversions as are productive of Idleness, Dissipation, and a general Depravity of
Manners.” 100 After some days of debating, it was voted to add "a Clause in the Bill to prevent
what is generally understood by public Assemblies for Dancing,” adding a direct attack towards
public balls. 101 This bill ultimately did not pass; however, the fact that there was an attempt to
legislate away dancing assemblies indicates that not everyone supported such activities in the
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new United States. Earlier in the decade, the Continental Congress similarly attempted to
“discountenance and discourage every species of extravagance and dissipation…exhibitions of
shews, [sic] plays, and other expensive diversions and entertainments…” in an effort to foster
frugality and economy in the country. 102 However, this was immediately proven to be ineffective
when just the following day a grand ball was thrown in the city – pointing to how popular such
pastimes were to the well-to-do of the nation, regardless of attempts to legislate it away. 103
It seems that debates about dance oftentimes took place in the newspapers, not in the
legislature. For example, a contributor to the Gazette of the United States in December 1792
wrote, “Education An Extract” which attacked polite arts education in the U.S. and advocated for
a return to studying the ancient Greeks and Romans. The author derides the detractors of
classical education, arguing against the “superficial personages,” that “has been taught to lisp
broken French, and dance a minuet, to laugh at the lubberly boy, as he calls him, who spends a
dozen years at school, in learning Greek and Latin.” 104 The writer clearly finds the preeminence
of French and dance education at the expense of the acquisition of the classical languages in
society to be highly distasteful. His derision over the children who are educated to speak a
lisping French and dance the minuet is striking. This article points to how prominent such
“superficial personages” had been in early American society, in order to cause such
consternation for the critic. He goes on to further critique mothers who choose “to discard the
tutor for the dancing master,” criticizing those women who were apparently not embracing the
new ideals of republican motherhood, in the hopes of their heirs being “taught to hold up his
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head” in order to earn power and respect, instead of having them tutored in Greek and Latin
languages and ideas. 105 The contributor goes on to discuss grammar school education, and to
argue that it is more preferable for boys to be allowed to be children than to be expected to
demonstrate the genteel manners of their adult counterparts. He asserts, “nor do I know a sight
more truly ridiculous, than that of a boy of fourteen affecting the graces, and behaving among his
superiors in age and attainments, with all the disgusting ease of self-sufficiency.” 106 For
individuals such as this commentator, it is odd to see the influence of ornamental education on
the young of the United States, finding it inappropriate for them to act in such a well-manicured
way in their youth. This article showcases a clear critique of the polite arts, with French and
dance education being pointed to in particular as negative influences on boys, who should
instead be molded by classical education that was more in line with the republican dreams of
early U.S. society. Thanks to this anonymous critique, we are able to see both the popularity of
dance education in the United States and the concerns that arose surrounding the proper place of
such knowledge in society.
Another anonymous critique published in a newspaper centers on the financial burden of
polite arts education. It begins by acknowledging that youth education has gained importance in
their society. However, the author finds that there is an emphasis on dance education opposed to
literary education, which he would prefer. This preference for dance over more scholarly pursuits
can be seen in the money invested in such instruction. The commentator writes:
The money paid to a French dancing master for one quarter would nearly pay for a year
of literary instruction. A dancing master, who can jump up and strike his feet together
four times, before he reaches the floor, will receive an annuity of £. 400. a sum which
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would well support a professor in a University or give ample encouragement to four
schoolmasters in the country. 107
Assuming this financial assessment is an accurate one, this example provides a stark look at the
money put towards dance education. Even if the sum itself was exaggerated for emphasis, it still
highlights the monetary concerns surrounding polite arts education. Learning to dance was not an
inexpensive endeavor, and this author is particularly frustrated that the sum put towards a single
dance master could fund instruction in subjects he found to be more important – in this case, the
rather vague “literary instruction.” Also of note, is that the writer specifically mentions a “French
dancing master” being the beneficiary of such funding, showing the relationship between dance
instruction in the United States and its French nature. This all sounds similar to the aforediscussed critique, lamenting the decline of Greek and Latin education and a dislike of French
influences. Again, we see contemporaries concerned that this emphasis on dancing would detract
from learning subjects they viewed as more sensible. This particular detraction is noteworthy
since it centers on the monetary impact of such instruction, not finding it to be a sound
investment. His derision is further felt as he asserts that Americans would be better off “did they
not put all their science into their feet” arguing against the emphasis of knowing proper dance
steps over knowing English reading, writing, and mathematics. 108 He further argues that
knowing the aforementioned subjects “would be as beneficial to the young learners, if not as
polite as to know the supple, particular bend of the knee, in French style, to produce a bow, or
drop a curtsy on fit occasion” again revealing his dislike of the polite arts, and further linking
such education with its French origins – and related aristocratic posturing that he does not
celebrate, unlike many of his contemporaries. He derides the “modern mode Francois” arguing
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that revolutionary fervor has led to reducing “the heels and head to a slate of equality,” or to put
it more plainly, to put dance education and literary education on the same level of importance, a
reality that the commentator is clearly against. 109
His dislike of French influences extends beyond accounts of dance education, with his
article devolving into a more general critique of French influences on U.S. society. The author
writes grandly that, “Facts have long since taught us that French principles infallibly lead to
French licentiousness.” He uses the example of Major General Whitney, a man accused of
adultery, to point to the problems that a love of French social norms could wreak in American
society. He derisively describes Whitney as a “lover of modern Frenchism [sic],” as he attempts
to argue that his love of French culture is what led to his adultery and the subsequent divorces
that caused such scandal. 110 Regardless of the fallacies inherent to this line of reasoning, it is
notable that he felt such a causation existed. Evidently, not everyone in the United States thought
the French influence on their society was something to extol. It is unsurprising that this particular
writer made mention of the “rage of revolution,” revealing the polarizing nature of the French
Revolution in the United States. Ultimately, this article further showcases debates surrounding
the significance of dance education, while also raising concerns over the general impact of
“modern Frenchism [sic]” on the culture of the burgeoning elite class in the United States.
Despite contrarian voices, I endeavor to demonstrate throughout this study that the French
cultural influences, in the realm of social dancing, had a significant impact on early American
elite culture in both the domestic and international spheres as these upper-class individuals used
it as a tool of class legitimization and diplomacy; whether or not someone liked the prevalence of
French culture, it did not belie its existence.
109
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These two examples, from 1792 and 1799, respectively, each point to the general cultural
anxieties that existed in the United States as the new countrymen worked to determine what was
and was not going to be of social and cultural importance to them. Both demonstrate a distaste
for dance education, a practice that, as we have seen, was a rather entrenched part of upper-class
education at this point in time; they also both reveal a dislike for French influences, in particular,
on the education of young prosperous Americans. It is interesting that these critiques were
published in newspapers that were often replete with advertisements for dance classes, balls, and
theater performances featuring ballets – furthering reinforcing the prominence of the dance
culture they were critiquing. The late eighteenth century in the United States was a time in which
dance knowledge preformed an important societal function – so much so that elite Americans felt
it worthwhile to continue to fund such education for their children, despite varied critiques and
concerns.
Another criticism of this turn towards European culture and its impacts on the growing
U.S. republic can be found in Noah Webster’s “Remarks on the Manners, Government, and Debt
of the United States,” in which he argues vociferously against an over-reliance on looking
toward Europe to define American social cues. He argues that the American Revolution was in
fact incomplete for while the U.S. government might be independent from official British
control, they were still, “totally dependent in manners, which are the basis of government.” 111
Manners and conduct being a vital aspect of government is an assertion that rings true with what
we have already seen thus far, with elite children being education in polite arts that would
prepare them for lives and careers at home and abroad. Webster’s thesis centers on the dangers
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of emulating European manners, claiming that it would be perilous for the new country to be
modeling itself on an old power, when the U.S. itself was still in its metaphorical infancy. He is
very concerned with Americans’ propensity for acting European, observing that, “The present
ambition of Americans is, to introduce as fast as possible, the fashionable amusements of the
European courts.” 112 This echoes earlier discussions on the subject of the popularity of dance
education in the United States, for social dancing was one such “fashionable amusement” for the
ruling class in Europe that American elites cultivated knowledge of themselves. Webster is very
concerned that by adopting European cultural norms, the citizens of the United States would fall
prey to the vices of Europe. In his view, he derides that in Europe, “an opera dancer, or an Italian
singer, receives a salary equal to that of an Ambassador.” 113 Whether or not this declaration is
strictly true, it shows the dominance of arts culture in Europe, so much so that men such as
Webster felt that performers and ambassadors were shockingly being equated with equal
financial compensation. Furthermore, this reveals the greater tension surrounding the popularity
of such entertainments, with some finding dancers and singers, for example, to be receiving too
much societal prestige – a tension we have seen throughout this section between what is viewed
to be more frivolous or sensible uses of one’s time and money. Put most succinctly, Webster is
critical of the United States for being, “independent in government, and dependent in manners,”
finding this subservient position to force Americans to accept European preferences,
commodities, and culture instead of working to develop their own cultural independence. 114
Webster’s critique provides useful context for the state of U.S. culture during the late
eighteenth century. As we have explored thus far, dance education was an important part of the
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upbringing for elite children. This tendency to educate children with the popular dances of
Europe would be exactly the kind of European manners importation that Webster fretted about –
for the rising generation of American leaders were being molded to fit in with their counterparts
across the Atlantic, as opposed to forging their own cultural path at home. As such, Websters
denunciation of the dependency of the United States on European society further shows how not
everyone was a proponent of such cultural influences.
These critiques of social dance, French, and European culture shows that not all
Americans thought they were worthwhile cultural imports. These debates, while just a small
sample, helps to provide nuance to the discussion of upper-class culture in the United States –
where the newly minted citizens of the United States sought to decide who was going to be the
dominant influence on their burgeoning elite culture. Religious officials protested the sinful
nature of social dancing. Newspaper commentators argued against the expense of dance
education, deriding the use of funds for such ornamental uses when they could be going towards
education they viewed as more practical. Some of these detractors were also critical of French
influences on education and society – a culture anxiety that rose in prominence as the French
Revolution raged. Despite this anti-French concern, this thesis points to the adoption of French
dance culture, regardless of political dislike of the originator nation. Criticisms of these cultural
influences were also prominent in Webster’s polemic, where his fear of the impacts European
manners could have on the new nation were repeatedly extoled. Ultimately, the existence of such
dislike of these social dance practices speaks to how ingrained such activities were in this
independent United States – these contemporaries were growing anxious watching how popular
such cultural expression was in their country. This swift foray into the critiques of social dance
and French influences demonstrates that while French dance culture was certainly a prominent
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force in the social and diplomatic lives of upper-class Americans – it is not to say that it was
universally adopted with nary a complaint.
Conclusion
In the 1780s and 1790s, the elites of the new United States were taught the prominent
social dances of Europe and France – knowledge of which helped them achieve various social,
cultural, political, and diplomatic goals. By learning to dance the stately minuet and energetic
contredanses, they were learning not just dance steps, but also a useful form of physical
communication between both their fellow countrymen-and-women and their counterparts across
the Atlantic; thus, fostering a commonly-understood signifier of their upper-class status. Dance
education was an important component of raising a proper gentleman or lady, who would be
expected to have competency in such a polite art if they hoped to avoid social issues when
interacting in the social, political, or diplomatic spheres. Through the dances themselves, these
elite Americans showcased their grace and prestige – while unconsciously or not – creating
strong cultural links between the United States and France. This informal cultural diplomacy is
evidenced through the dances and their European instructors and supporters who worked to
strengthen social dance culture in the new United States. While detractors did protest these
cultural influences, ultimately, social dancing proved to be too popular and useful an activity for
elite Americans for it to be polemicized away. Now that we have been exposed to the social
dances of the day, how they were taught, who funded and supported such education, and an
overall introduction to their socio-cultural importance; it is time to see just how Americans used
this knowledge in the ballroom and beyond.
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Chapter Two: Dance and Diplomacy in the United States
“We hear so much said about a genteel address, and a Facility in speaking the French
Language, that one would think a Dancing Master and French Master, the only Tutors
necessary to educate a Statesman.” 115
This excerpt from a letter written by John Adams to the President of Congress, Elias
Boudinot, in 1783 speaks to the ubiquity of French and dance instruction amongst the socially
and politically powerful elites of the new United States. While his tone is rather dismissive, with
the rest of the letter critiquing this view, his disdain for the practice is irrelevant for it still speaks
to the prevalent desire to master such “genteel address” that existed amongst his fellow
countrymen. As we saw in chapter one, dance education was a thriving institution during this
period. Although Adams has been studied as an erudite diplomat, nonetheless the world in which
he operated was heavily influenced by such elite cultural practices of Europe. 116
This chapter will focus on the use of social dancing in the United States, in order to
reveal its relevance in the diplomatic and political realms of the new country. By examining the
City Dancing Assemblies that flourished in cities such as Philadelphia and New York, President
Washington’s annual birthday balls, and other such exclusive dances, a pattern emerges where
we can see the ballroom itself as a site of great importance to the upper class of the United
States. At times, the ballroom was a site of political and diplomatic relevance – where political
considerations would guide attendance and foreign ministers would be presented to U.S.
policymakers. An analysis of prominent balls that occurred during the 1780s and 1790s will
reveal the political and diplomatic importance of these gatherings for the elites of the new United
States, showcase the ways in which French culture at these balls can be viewed as a type of early
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cultural diplomacy, and how the emulation of said culture at these balls demonstrated the desire
of these elite Americans to legitimize their privileged position through the use of these
recognized European cultural norms, further cementing their sense of shared upper-class status.
City Dancing Assembly
A recurring way in which dance entered the lives of the rich and powerful in the U.S. was
through the annual City Dancing Assemblies. These could be found all over the nation, from
New York to Savannah; however, the first was the Philadelphia City Dancing Assembly.
Originally created during the colonial period, the first recorded season for this assembly was in
1748-1749. A subscriber list survives from this season, listing fifty-nine names of prominent
Philadelphians who paid forty shillings in order to subscribe to the Assembly. 117 The
Philadelphia City Dancing Assembly was an exclusive institution, and one worth delving into, as
it operated in the nation’s capital, hosted presidential birthday balls, and formed an important
component of the social lives of elite Americans in the city. By exploring these Assembly
dances, I will illustrate how they were politically and diplomatically important for upper-class
Americans, as well as how they served to reinforce their elite status.
To be a subscriber to the City Dancing Assembly was a way to demonstrate one’s
prestige – for the Assembly balls were very exclusive events where only subscribers and
manager-approved guests could attend. The Philadelphia Assembly was run by managers who
sent out invitations, set rigid rules of conduct, and managed the subscriptions. During this period,
managers were elected by the subscribers; however, into the nineteenth century appointments
began to be made internally. 118 The balls were originally held on Thursday evenings from
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January 1st to May 1st. 119 Assembly rules from the 1748-49 season set out strict guidelines
regulating the attendees and the dances that were to be performed. For instance, rule number
three “To Regulate the Dances” stated, “The Director who has the composing of the Sets is
whilst the Minuets are dancing, to couple those disposed for Country Dances and provide
Partners for such Gentlemen Strangers who come in unprovided.” 120 Here we see the popular
dances of the time codified, with the time allotted to dance the minuets allowing the managers a
period to create the groupings for the contredanses. While this list of rules is from the colonial
period, a later set of rules from the 1794 season reveals a similar penchant for scheduled dances
and manager orchestrated pairings. Henry Wansey, an English traveler who wrote The Journal of
an Excursion to the United States of North America, recorded this list of Assembly rules that
were displayed in Oeller’s Hotel in Philadelphia:
1. The Managers have the entire direction.
2. The Ladies rank in sets, 121 and draw for places as they enter the Room – The Managers
have power to place strangers and brides at the head of the Dances.
3. The Ladies who lead, call the Dances alternately.
4. No Lady to dance out of her set, without leave of a Manager.
5. No Lady to quit her place in the Dance, or alter the figure.
6. No Person to interrupt the view of the Dancers.
7. The Rooms to be opened at six o'clock, every Thursday evening, during the season; the
Dances to commence at seven, and end at twelve precisely.
8. Each set having dance a Country Dance, a Cotilion may be called, if at the desire of
eight Ladies.
9. No Stranger admissible, without a Ticket, signed by one of the Managers, previously
obtained.
10. No Gentleman admissible in boots, coloured stockings, or undress.
11. No Citizen to be admissible, unless he is a Subscriber.
12. The Managers only are to give orders to the Music.
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13. If any dispute should unfortunately arise, the Managers are to adjust and finally settle
the same; and any Gentleman refusing to comply, becomes inadmissible to the future
Assemblies of that season. 122
These rules demonstrate how structured the balls put on by the Philadelphia City Dancing
Assembly were – these were not casual amusements but planned social engagements meant to
engage the elite of Philadelphian society. It is evident that the managers had great control over
the balls, having final say over partners, dances, and possible conflicts. These rigid rules of
conduct outlined what dances the participants performed, who could dance them, and when they
were danced – as rules two through eight elucidated. This further illustrates that these were
coordinated affairs meant to portray discipline and propriety, not merely pleasure and frivolity.
Thus, these Assembly balls can be viewed as a demonstration of upper-class cohesion for they
were ritualized performances of social dances, and as such, were a type of status symbol in
motion. One particularly revealing rule is number six, “No Person to interrupt the view of the
Dancers,” for it shows that the importance of attending these assemblies was not just to be a part
of such an exclusive organization, but also that seeing the dances performed at the balls was a
vital component of the evening. Considering the amount of education that went into properly
learning such routines, as was discussed at length in chapter one, it is unsurprising that the
managers and attendees would be interested in ensuring that the dancers could be viewed
performing their minuets, country dances, and cotillions. Knowing how to dance was an integral
part of this elite circle of society; for when dancing these Americans had the chance to perform
their prestige and while spectating, they were afforded the opportunity to scrutinize their
compatriots to see if they were at their same level of proficiency, and consequently, of the same
caliber of social status. Furthermore, the exclusivity of the Assemblies is further codified within
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rule number nine, “No Stranger admissible, without a Ticket, signed by one of the Managers,
previously obtained.” Not just anyone could attend the Dancing Assembly, therefore this
additionally showcases the importance of being a subscriber to ensure an invite to the Assembly
season. By not knowing how to dance, and by not being a subscriber to the Assembly, one risked
missing out on a prominent feature of the social season – and all of its related political,
diplomatic, and cultural boons.
One such “stranger” who attended an Assembly ball was the Marquis de Chastellux, who
served under Count de Rochambeau during the American War for Independence. He recorded
his travels in North America during this period in Voyages de M. le Marquis de Chastellux dans
l'Amérique septentrionale: dans les années 1780, 1781 & 1782 in which he, in part, discusses a
few balls and dances that he attended. Assembly dances were inconsistently planned during the
war, and at the one Chastellux attended he “was apprized [sic] that it would be neither numerous
nor brilliant, for at Philadelphia, as at Paris, the best company seldom go to the balls before
Christmas.” 123 It is striking to see Philadelphia and Paris compared in the same sentence,
showing a cultural link between the two cities. They might have been separated by an ocean, but
by Chastellux’s account, the elites of America followed Parisian social cues about ball
attendance – showing an example of the mutually intelligible upper-class status markers between
both nations. Despite the warning about lackluster early season balls, he remarked that he “found
twenty, or five and twenty ladies ready for dancing,” for they thought that the Vicomte de
Noailles and the Comte de Damas were going to attend – two French noblemen they were
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apparently quite interested in having the opportunity to dance with – alas, the gentlemen in
question had already left town, much to the disappointment of the ladies. 124 American elite
women attending a ball in the hopes of dancing with French nobility presents an interesting view
of the ballroom as a place to meet high-ranking foreign visitors one might not have a chance of
crossing paths with under other circumstances. This anecdote from Chastellux showcases the
importance of such balls, where foreigners could mingle with the upper-class of the United
States – providing Americans a chance to show their fluency in social dancing and their prestige
to these notable travelers. As such, balls could be a place where diplomatically notable
interactions could occur, by providing a space for foreigners and Americans to mingle and dance
with one another. For even though in this instance the women were disappointed in not getting to
dance with the vicomte and comte, they did have the chance to interact with the marquis.
Chastellux also recorded general observations on Assemblies, writing about how
managers directed the balls and which dances were performed at them. 125 He also compared
these gatherings to similar amusements one could find in London and Bath, two prominent
English cities, drawing another direct parallel between European and American social dancing –
further showcasing that even though the U.S. was separated from Europe by an ocean, the cues
that defined their dance culture still mimicked their former colonial ruler. 126 While the elites in
the United States were in the midst of their war for independence, in this instance, their upperclass society still mimicked that of Europe – since it provided a cultural model that could unify
the well-to-do; regardless of which side of the Atlantic they resided.
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Chastellux’s remarks on a dance manager helps to demonstrates the societal importance
of such Assembly dances for strict guidelines of discipline and propriety were used to define the
structure and composition of the balls. The Marquis recorded an amusing, and rather telling,
anecdote illustrating how seriously the execution of Assembly balls were to the elites who
participated in them. He wrote of a former manager named Colonel Mitchell who “is said to have
exercised his office with great severity,” – for it is alleged that a distracted lady missed her turn
in a contredanse, also known as a country dance, while conversing with her friend, prompting
the manager to call out: “give over, Miss, take care what you are about; Do you think you come
here for your pleasure?” 127 This tale speaks to the importance placed on the proper proceedings
of these balls; reaffirming that the participants were not there to do as they pleased but to
participate correctly in the choreographed multi-partner contredanses to which they were
assigned. While perhaps just hearsay, it still provides a useful example of how dance managers
could be talked about in this period and the customary amount of discipline anticipated at an
Assembly ball. This strictness presided over by the dance managers echoes the lists of rules that
governed the Assemblies which were previously discussed. All in all, these balls were not merely
for “pleasure,” as Colonel Mitchell derided; instead, they were meant to be a forum in which to
demonstrate one’s prestige through knowledge of these elite social dances.
This emphasis on the many possible meanings and motivations behind social dancing in
the United States was further explored by Chastellux. He mused on dance culture during his
travels in America, stating:
Dancing is said to be at once the emblem of gaiety and of love; here it seems to be the
emblem of legislation, and of marriage; of legislation, inasmuch as places are marked out,
the country dances named, and every proceeding provided for, calculated and submitted
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to regulation; of marriage, as it furnishes each lady with a partner, with whom she dances
the whole evening, without being allowed to take another. 128
Chastellux presents a very methodological view of dance in America during the early 1780s by
juxtaposing views of dancing as “gaiety and love” with that of “legislation and marriage.” This
legislative air rings true when considering the afore-discussed strictness of Assembly dances –
they were coordinated evenings not rule-less romps. The planned partners, dances, and overall
structure of the balls all present a view of dancing that is orderly, as befits its use as a status
symbol for elites. Furthermore, describing the dances as “marriage” presents an interesting
implication, showing that these balls were an important location for American elite courting
culture. From this, we can infer that the desire to import “Europeanness” through social dancing
is further reinforced by its use in possible spouse selection – it was not only politically and
diplomatically important, but also socially significant.
Subscribing to the City Dancing Assembly was a way to ensure a ticket to prime events
of the season. One illustrious subscriber was Thomas Jefferson, whose memorandum books from
1790, 1791, and 1792, record payments for the Dancing Assembly. 129 Despite paying annually
for this, it is unlikely that he regularly attended any balls put on by the Assembly. 130 However,
despite this lackluster attendance, his continued subscription further highlights the exclusivity of
being a subscriber. Even if he were not planning to dance, he wanted his name and funds
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associate with the Assembly. Another prominent American, Abigail Adams, did attend some
Dancing Assembly functions in Philadelphia. In January 1791, she wrote to her daughter about
having attended an assembly, noting, “The dancing was very good; the company of the best
kind.” 131 This company included President George Washington, the first lady Martha
Washington, as well as “Ministers of State, and their Madams.” 132 Despite this “best” group of
guests, Abigail personally found the etiquette at the event lacking, particularly in comparison to
New York. 133 Despite concerns over city manners, or lack thereof, it is noteworthy that the
Philadelphia Dancing Assembly hosted such illustrious guests – including leaders and officials of
the nation. This exclusive guestlist represents the importance of these balls, with the political and
diplomatic elite of the United States attending to mingle and dance with one another. As such, I
argue that these balls were not merely important socially, but also political and diplomatically,
for the men and women of influence in the country were all there and able to witness one another
perform their prestige by knowing these social dances that served such a class-affirming
function.
Throughout its early history, the City Dancing Assembly in Philadelphia took place at a
variety of locations throughout the city. Assembly dances were originally purported to have been
hosted in a store by the docks but, were later held at the State House, the City Tavern, and
Oeller’s Hotel. 134 A description of the ballroom in the hotel provides an example of how even
the dancing space itself could highlight the cultural links between the United States, France, and
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Europe. Henry Watson, an English clothier and antiquarian, thus described the Assembly Room
at Oeller’s Hotel:
…it is a most elegant room, sixty feet square, with a handsome music gallery at one end.
It was papered after the French taste, with the Pantheon figures in compartments,
imitating festoons; pillars, and groups of antique drawings, in the same style as lately
introduced in the most elegant houses in London. 135
Here we see comparisons drawn again between the United States and Europe, with Watson being
reminded of “elegant houses in London” while he is in the ballroom used by the Dancing
Assembly. The opulence of the American ballroom was meant to mimic that of their counterparts
across the Atlantic, continuing to evidence the ways in which American elites strived to define
their social dance culture on the same terms as those on the continent. Furthermore, the cultural
links between the United States and France are seen through the décor in the room – not only
were elite Americans dancing French social dances, but they were also dancing them in rooms
“papered after the French taste.” These decorations can be seen as a physical manifestation of
U.S. elites desire to emulate French culture, and they further reinforce the idea that the use of
such aristocratic accoutrements by these Americans was a way to mimic the upper-classes of
Europe upon which they modeled their dance culture. This hotel was the location for two balls
held to celebrate President George Washington’s birthdays in 1793 and 1794, additionally
demonstrating the social significance of City Dancing Assembly balls that they were to be the
site of celebrations for the premiere leader of the country. Next, we shall turn to these birthday
balls in order to see their overall importance as well as how such birthday balls continued to
provide a place to perform elite dance culture and its undeniable links to France and Europe.
George Washington Birthday Celebrations
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George Washington’s birthday was celebrated regularly throughout the 1790s. These
festivities often included a ball, and as such, shall be explored in order to see how the birthdays
of the first President of the United States were celebrated, who attended these dances, and what it
reveals about the importance of these balls politically, socially, and diplomatically for these early
elite Americans. These birthday balls present a glimpse into the pseudo-aristocratic world of
these socially and politically powerful individuals, whose venerations of President Washington
could at times bear potentially uncomfortable parallels to celebrations of a king. Since George
Washington was such a pivotal figure in the early history of the United States, it is noteworthy to
this study that his birthdays were celebrated at balls all across the country, where citizens would
gather in honor of George Washington both during and after his presidency. These balls provided
the opportunity for the elites of the United States to show their respect of Washington through
their participation in social dancing – dancing that was linked on some level to their personal and
national prestige.
One such birthday celebration with diplomatic importance occurred in 1794 in
Philadelphia. John Adams described the ball in a letter to his wife, Abigail Adams, as being
“celebrated…with as much Joy affection and Festivity as ever” and of particular note, “the New
French Minister [Jean Antoine Joseph Fauchet] was then presented.” 136 Adams himself
apparently did not attend the ball that Saturday evening, due to concerns about the health of his
mother. 137 In another letter, he further explains that he had heard, “at the Birthnight Ball, he [M.
Fauchet] was placed by the Managers on the right hand of the President, which gave great
Offence to the Spanish Commissioners: and it is Said Mr Hammond has left the Theatre,
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offended or digusted [sic] at some partial popular distinctions there.” 138 Here is a fascinating
example of the variety of ways in which the ballroom could be a location of diplomatic, social,
and political importance. To start, not only was the dance floor already a place dominated by
French, and European, culture in the form of the dances performed, and oftentimes the décor
displayed, in this instance it was also the place for the French foreign minister, Monsieur
Fauchet, to be introduced to the President of the United States and simultaneously placed in a
position of honor. This had the effect of apparently causing discord amongst other foreign
representatives. Assuming this was an accurate recollection of events, it speaks to the gravitas
granted to the ballroom hierarchy that Spanish Commissioners would feel slighted for not getting
placed in an honored position by the President. In a space traditionally dominated by rank, for
instance recall the reverence at the start of the minuet, the perceived impact of the social
interactions at a ball are not without consequence. Even though John Adams himself did not
attend this ball, it must have been notable enough a slight that he was able to receive an account
of what had transpired – including that of the diplomatic tensions that simmered.
This diplomatic issue at a ball is significant to this study in and of itself; however, it is
also worth remembering that this was not just any Assembly dance, this was a ball put on to
celebrate Washington’s birthday – an event that would at its core be political due to the guest of
honor being the President himself. As such, this reveals that even a birthday ball such as this was
not merely a place of celebration – where the political and diplomatic elite were involved, it
could become much more substantial. In this case, the ballroom was a place of diplomatic
interaction, where foreign visitors were simultaneously honored or snubbed based upon their
location in the ballroom. As such, I assert that the ballroom should be reexamined as a possible
138
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location for political and diplomatic exchange – in terms of cultural diplomacy, the social dances
were not of the host country but of French and European origin, and in terms of traditional
diplomacy, it provided a space for foreign ministers to be presented and judged. Ultimately, the
Philadelphia birthday celebration for Washington in 1794 provides a thought-provoking glimpse
into the possible ways such a ball could have significance greater than just being a joyous place
to celebrate one’s birth.
Sources reveal another birthday ball for President Washington in 1796, albeit, one
without as much diplomatic drama as occurred in 1794. French Minister Pierre-Auguste Adet’s
observations of this ball point to the ways in which the celebrations of Washington were
markedly similar to monarchical venerations. His observations are recorded in Charles H.
Sherrill’s French Memories of Eighteenth-Century America, wherein Adet described these
connections, “There were only lacking Body Guards and the red and blue ribbons of decorations
to enable one to imagine himself at the Court of a King. Courtiers were certainly not lacking.” 139
This direct comparison between Washington’s birthday balls and European court balls reveals
just how congruous American social dance culture was to its continental counterparts. This
symmetry of style and form demonstrates how such cultural signifiers linked the upper classes of
the United States and Europe together in a shared language of appropriate celebration. While
President Washington was not the King of the United States, the balls thrown in his honor
illustrate that even under a different form of government than in Europe, the social and cultural
signifiers that defined these elite gatherings shared more commonalities than differences.
John Adams also attended Washington’s birthday festivities this same year, and his
recollections of the event are telling of his political anxieties. He wrote of the ball:
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The Honours [sic] done to the President on his Birth Day have been very magnificent. at
Boston and Cambridge very striking. Here it was all Dance and Glare. I Suppose the
Remembrance of the V. P. on those occasions considering that for the most part they
forget him is with a View to the Reelection approaching. 140
In this case, from Adams’ perspective, the tension was more political in nature. As the VicePresident, he seemed sensitive to the perception of his official position by his fellow attendees.
He has a cynical view that the V.P. was remembered only when elections loomed. The “Dance
and Glare” he discussed suggests the implicit judgment that these balls cultivated amongst the
participants – these were places to watch and be watched; and, by extension, to judge and be
judged. The dances were places defined by hierarchy and one’s societal position could garner
negative or positive attention as befitted their status. While Americans did not rank themselves
by traditional aristocratic standards as their counterparts in Europe did, they did certainly have
their own hierarchy of wealth, political, and military standing. 141 In this instance, John Adams
was aware that his position as the Vice-President did not always afford him much attention;
however, an upcoming election cycle could put him squarely in the public eye in general – and in
the view of his fellow ball attendees in particular.
In February 1797, the last ball thrown to celebrate Washington’s birthday during his
presidency occurred: John Adams was to be inaugurated as President the following month.
Washington notes in his diary that he, “Went in the evening to an elegant entertainmt [sic] given
on my birth night.” 142 Adams too wrote about this “elegant entertainmt, [sic]” where he notes
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“the Night Splendid but tedious to those who were too old to dance.” 143 That same year, Abigail
Adams attended the Washington birthday festivities in Boston, having been personally invited by
the managers of the ball, speaking to her revered status in society. 144 At the event, she was
repeatedly honored as the wife of the President-elect, and treated to some of the pomp and
circumstance of the presidency in her husband’s absence. She sent a glowing review of the event
to John Adams, “I do the Managers but Justice when I say, I never saw an assembly conducted
with so much order regularity & propriety. I had every reason to be pleased with the marked
respect and attention Shewn [sic] me.” 145 The Adams’ were a family that seemed particularly
pleased with “propriety,” especially at a ball, a gathering that they might have feared would
devolve into frivolity. In letters about this Boston ball to both her husband and her son, Abigail
wrote of one guest, Lt. Col. Samuel Bradford, comparing him to “Beau Nash,” in reference to
Richard Nash who in the mid-eighteenth century had been the master of ceremonies for upperclass society in Bath, England – a popular travel destination for the well-to-do, including Abigail
herself when she visited Europe. 146 This allusion to a popular member of English fashionable
society suggests the existence of more enduring cultural links between the U.S. and Europe –
since Bradford stepping into the role of master of ceremonies at the Boston ball brought to
Abigail’s mind that of a European equivalent.
A more concrete European influence on this Boston celebration of President
Washington’s birthday can be seen when looking at the decorations that were displayed. Abigail
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explains that the salon, was “hung with the prostrate Pride, of the Nobility of France. Swan had
furnishd [sic] them with a compleat [sic] set of Gobelin Tapresty [sic].” 147 These were popular
tapestries for French royalty, and therefore it is remarkable that this event celebrating the
birthday of the U.S. President would be festooned in the trappings of France. Yet again, a
situation dominated by European dances further reinforced its cultural ties to France with its
choice of decoration – much like the décor that adorned Oeller’s Hotel in Philadelphia. 148
Furthermore, the seat assigned to Abigail in her position as the “Lady of the President Elect was
Hung with Gobeline Tapestry, and in the center of the Room, conspicuous only for the
hanging…” 149 Therefore, she was placed in a seat of honor due to her rank, a seat that was
decorated with French tapestries, a situation showing a physical representation of the link
between French culture and the elites of the new United States. This setup can be viewed as
another performance of elite legitimacy building, where the wife of the incoming President is
consciously placed in a location decorated with symbols of the French monarchy. Again, the
argument of upper-class status performance can be asserted, for the decorations cultivated for
this ball were symbols of French nobility and luxury, and were being used to denote the status
and prestige of an American political elite – providing a clear example of an association between
the two. The ballroom itself and Abigail’s seat being ornamented with such French symbolism
offers compelling evidence of the cultural diplomatic links between the U.S. and France, with the
decorations as material markers of such ties, and the social dances themselves as a representation
in movement of their relationship. Abigail’s honored status as the wife of the incoming President
was further exalted when she entered the ballroom, where “the Band were orderd [sic] to play the
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President March,” a pointed act of presidential pomp and circumstance. 150 Here we see Abigail
symbolically representing her husband, being afforded the honors and respect of the incoming
President in his absence. All of this serves to demonstrate that the ballroom was a location of
great importance where social status could be honored, and upper-class stature solidified.
The governing President whose birthday the ball honored was certainly not forgotten
amongst these tributes to Abigail, and by extension, her husband John Adams. Writing to her
son, John Quincy Adams, Abigail explained the reverence paid to President Washington. There
was a portrait of Washington placed on one side of the room and opposite it was a statue of him
upon a horse. 151 She noted that when viewing these art pieces, “all Hearts appeard [sic] to be
gratified and every person to vie with his Neighbour [sic] in expression of Love Gratitude and
veneration for this truly Great Man.” 152 This sort of adulation of Washington echoes venerations
of kings – with art symbolizing the “Great Man,” being met with awe and gratitude at a ball.
Even though Washington himself was not in attendance, we can assume that his presence was
felt on some extent by the guests through these artistic representations. The emphasis on
hierarchy in the social dances of the day, particularly the minuet – which we can safely assume
was danced at this ball – takes on a greater meaning when looked at in this context. The
reverence which marked the start and end of this stately dance could be seen as a physical
deference to the upper-class hierarchy; a hierarchy within which Washington held a revered
position above his fellow elite cohorts seeing as even from afar his image evoked respect. This
idolization of George Washington does not seem to be uncommon during this period, and the
regularity of the balls across the country to celebrate his birthday were just one of the ways in
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which the upper class of the United States showed their admiration for him while also affirming
their own elite status.
Despite the fondness for the 1797 celebrations of Washington’s birthday, the 1798 events
would bring about a small, but still importantly revealing, amount of controversy for the
Federalists in regards to the Philadelphia ball. The primary issue was that in 1797, the ball was
thrown for then President Washington; however, in 1798, John Adams was the President but
there was still a birthday ball planned to celebrate George Washington, now as a private citizen.
The question of whether or not it was proper to celebrate a private citizen with such a highprofile ball would prove contentious for the political factions fomenting in the United States. The
City Dancing Assembly advertised this birthday celebration as for General Washington in the
Gazette of the United States, “this evening an elegant ball and supper will be given by the City
Dancing Assembly at Rickets's [sic] Circus, in honor of this event, which it is expected, will be
fully and splendidly attended.” 153 The assertion that the ball “will be fully and splendidly
attended” appears to be rather pointed in context, considering the controversy that unfolds in
regards to attending this event, as will be explored below. A contemporary in the same paper
stated, “the President has declined accepting the invitation to attend the Ball this evening…It is
highly probable from this circumstance, that the President has acted with propriety." 154 This case
presents a compelling look at the political significance that could be attached to balls, for the
question of who would attend this particular celebration caused concern amongst some Federalist
factions, questioning the “propriety” of such an event. By delving deeper into this controversy,
we can continue to see the social, political, and diplomatic significance of balls as well as
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attempt to understand what they meant to those who did or did not choose to attend this
particular ball.
From Abigail Adams’ perspective, the Philadelphia ball in honor of George Washington
was personally affronting. In a letter to her sister, Mary Smith Cranch, Abigail explains her anger
with the Philadelphians who planned this ball and her concerns over what attendance would
mean:
These Philadelphians are a strange set of people, making pretensions to give Laws of
politeness and propriety to the union. they have the least feeling of real genuine
politeness of any people with whom I am acquainted. as an instance of it, they are about
to celebrate, not the Birth day [sic] of the first Majestrate [sic] of the union as such, but of
General Washingtons Birth day, [sic] and have had the politeness to send invitations to
the President Lady and family to attend it. The President of the united states to attend the
celebration of the birth day in his publick [sic] Character, of a private Citizen! for in no
other light can General Washington be now considerd, [sic] how ever Good how ever
great his Character, which no person more respects than his successor. but how could the
President appear at their Ball and assembly, but in a secondary Character, when invited
there, to be held up in that light by all foreign Nations. but these people look not beyond
their own important selves. 155
This particular letter reveals the concerns that were at the forefront of Abigail’s mind. She is
offended by the nature of the Philadelphians who are planning this ball, accusing them of being
impolite and improper. It is striking that she is offended that invitations would be sent to her and
her family to attend birthday celebrations in honor “of a private Citizen!” with concerns not just
how their attendance would be perceived at home but also abroad. This showcases an interesting
diplomatic angle, with worry that by attending a birthday celebration for George Washington,
President Adams would be putting himself in a secondary position to the former president, an
upset of the political hierarchy that Abigail fretted would be seen in a negative light by “foreign
Nations.” It is telling that Abigail felt that her husband’s decision to or to not attend this ball
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would be notable to other countries. With the new United States trying to achieve international
legitimacy, any act that would reflect poorly on President Adams had the potential to be a
national detriment – even if that act was attending a ball in honor of his presidential predecessor.
The situation highlights the ways in which attending a ball, or choosing not to do so, could have
great ramifications.
In this same letter, Abigail tells her sister that President Adams refused to accept such an
invitation, and that she felt that while Virginians and elsewhere in the nation could celebrate
Washington’s birthday if they wished. For her, the major act of impropriety was hosting the
event “in the Capital in the Metropolis of America as these Proud Phylidelphians [sic] have
publickly [sic] named it, and inviting the Head of the Nation to come and do it too,” something
that she found to be “ludicrious [sic] beyond compare.” 156 This evidence exposes that from
Abigail’s point of view, the symbolic position of the nation’s capital and their President were too
important to associate with events that would place them in a subservient position to another –
even an individual as exalted as George Washington. These harsh sentiments were not meant to
be publicly expounded; Abigail specifically entreats her sister not to share her words. As such,
this speaks to the authenticity of Abigail’s feelings, as she appeared to be writing from genuine
indignation and not for public political reasons.
In a letter to William Smith on the same topic, Abigail further vented her frustrations.
She reiterated her concerns over “In what light would such a step be looked upon by foreign
Nations?” and also tells how the ball itself was ill-attended. 157 Her repeated refrain of concern
over the international view of this event continues to show how significant balls could be in this
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period. Despite this ball taking place in the United States, she experiences much consternation
over possible foreign opinions, which all suggests that these dances were not insular social
events but could truly be placed on the metaphorical global stage. This is not all to say that
Abigail was resolutely against celebrating Washington’s birthday. In another letter to William
Smith, she praises Boston for having put on a “publick [sic] Dinner” instead of a “Publick [sic]
Ball” denoting that as a wiser celebration of his birthday. 158 While she does not explicitly explain
her reasoning behind her preference for a dinner over a ball, we can assume that balls carried
significance that dinners did not. Perhaps, since balls were such purposefully coordinated events
with prescribed pairings, dances, and schedules, they were more of a serious undertaking and
carried wider social implications than a meal. A ball could be a grand, public, affair while
conceivably a dinner could be a more restrained and private gathering. Regardless of this
speculation, it is evident that the import of a ball such as this is irrefutable – whether one looks at
it from a social, political, or diplomatic angle.
Abigail was not the only one to write of concerns over this ball in Philadelphia. Thomas
Jefferson, as the Vice-President, was also invited to the festivities. His memorandum books for
1798 record paying “for Genl. Washington’s birth night;” however, he did not end up attending
the event itself. 159 On Feb. 15, a few days before the ball was to be held, Jefferson wrote to
James Madison, expressing some concern over the continuing celebration of Washington’s
birthday. He wrote, “A great ball is to be given here…and in other great towns of the Union.
This is at least very indelicate, & probably excites uneasy sensations in some. I see in it however
this useful deduction, that the birthdays which have been kept have been, not those of the
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President, but of the General.” 160 For Jefferson, he seems to find the distinction between
celebrating President Washington versus General Washington, to be a helpful one – separating
the political sphere from the personal. In the end, Jefferson decided not to attend the ball in
Philadelphia. In his letter to the managers of the ball, he explained that, “he has not been at a ball
these twenty years, nor for a long time permitted himself to go to any entertainments of the
evening, from motives of attention to health…it is an indulgence which his age and habits will he
hopes obtain and continue to him. he has always testified his homage to the occasion by his
subscription to it.” 161 As such, Jefferson is able to sidestep the political concerns that plagued the
Adams’ refusal to attend, and instead asserts his longstanding lack of attendance to such events,
while also reminding the managers of his subscription to the Dancing Assembly – a long
standing investment his memorandum books do justify.
This ball brought political tensions to the forefront of the mind for people such as
Thomas Jefferson. In another letter to James Madison, he summarizes the political concerns:
The late birthnight has certainly sown tares among the exclusive federals. It has
winnowed the grain from the chaff. The sincerely Adamites did not go. The
Washingtonians went religiously, & took the secession of the others in high dudgeon.
The one sex threaten to desert the levees, the other the evening-parties. The whigs went
in number, to encourage the idea that the birthnights hitherto kept had been for the
General & not the President, and of course that time would bring an end to them.
Goodhue, Tracy, Sedgwick &c did not attend: but the three Secretaries & Attorney
General did. 162
Jefferson’s summary of proponents and detractors further demonstrates the political
considerations that underlined attendance to this ball. It is not surprising that he writes of
“Adamites” not attending – considering Abigail’s own outrage over being invited and of
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“Washingtonians” attending “religiously” due to the subject of the ball being Washington
himself. This list of individuals that Jefferson sent to Madison also suggests that he thought
Madison would be interested to know which figures did or did not attend, continuing to point to
the importance placed on social functions such as these. Ultimately, the 1798 ball in honor of
Washington’s sixty-sixth birthday demonstrates how balls could enflame political and diplomatic
concerns, continuing to show how such dances were more than just amusements for the well-todo of the United States.
By February of 1799, it appears that the controversy of the previous year’s birthday
celebrations had dissipated. In Boston, Thomas Boylston Adams, the son of Abigail and John,
attended the festivities while his mother stayed home due to “precarious” health despite having
received an invitation to “the Ball in honour of Gen’ll Washington.” 163 Perhaps the designation
of the ball for “General” Washington, as opposed to President, made the event more tolerable for
Abigail than the previous year when she despaired over the optics of attendance or since this was
a few years into Adams’ presidency, she possibly felt more secure in the respect granted to him
in his position as President. Thomas sounded as if he enjoyed himself at the ball, noting that he
“felt animated by the glow of patriotism, which distinguished the occasion.” 164 Again, we see the
ballroom as a place of political import where the guests could be moved by feelings of
patriotism, as well as by the enjoyment of the dancing. In Philadelphia, the ball was hosted by
the City Dancing Assembly to celebrate the birthday of “Lieutenant General Washington” –
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again using his military rank as opposed to his former political title. 165 John Adams wrote about
his obligation to attend these birthday festivities in the capitol, writing, “To night I must go to the
Ball: where I Suppose I shall get a cold, and have to eat Gruel for Breakfast for a Week
afterwards. This will be no Punishment.—” 166 George Washington himself attended his birthday
celebrations earlier in February in Alexandria, where his diary entry for the date notes, “Went up
to Alexandria to the celebration of my birth day. Many Manœuvres were performed by the
Uniform Corps and an elegant Ball & Supper at Night.” 167 All of these balls to celebrate
Washington’s birthday continue to not only highlight the distinguished position Washington
himself held in society; but, also the general importance of such balls as well as how they were
viewed by American elites. Overall, this year’s festivities passed with much less controversy
across the country and in hindsight, also marked the last of such birthday celebration’s
Washington would be able to attend – since he would pass away in December of 1799.
This foray into the balls put on across the new United States for Washington’s birthdays
over the years offers a few examples of the ways in which these events could serve as more than
just social celebrations – but could in fact have various political and diplomatic impacts and
ramifications. They can be looked at as a location of cultural diplomatic expression – such as at
the 1797 ball where Abigail Adams was honored by being seated beneath fine French tapestries.
Furthermore, they continued to serve as a location where upper-class status could be legitimized
and performed amongst fellow elite Americans. Whether one looks at the 1794 ball in
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Philadelphia which saw the introduction of the French Minister Monsieur Fauchet, through to the
1798 balls that caused Federalist concerns over attending such an event, and those around and
beyond, it becomes clear that the ballroom should be reexamined as an important location for
early political and diplomatic interaction. This is not to say it was the preeminent one; however,
it is certainly worth including in discussions of the world of the early American elites due to its
significance. Washington’s birthday celebrations were not the only balls that the upper class of
the United States attended during this period. As such, a brief look at a sampling of other balls
that were of political and, or, diplomatic importance shall be explored in order to further
understand these gatherings, the impacts they had on the American upper-class, and how they
represented the cultural diplomatic imports of France.
Balls, Tours, and Celebrations
The focus of this study is predominantly on the United States after the end of the War for
Independence; however, in 1780 there were a couple of balls of note to this examination which
provide examples of the political, diplomatic, and cultural importance of such gatherings. James
Thacher’s Military Journal of the American Revolution reveals one such event recorded from
April 24, “In the evening, General Washington and the French minister [Anne-César de La
Luzerne] attended a ball, provided by our principal officers, at which were present a numerous
collection of ladies and gentlemen of distinguished character.” 168 This evening entertainment
was the conclusion to a busy day that had been filled with troop parades and military maneuvers
observed by the French Minister. Even during war, the U.S. officers took the time to entertain the
visiting dignitary with a ball during his visit – highlighting the role of these gatherings for
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domestic diplomatic meetings. In a more political than diplomatic vein, Abigail Adams writes of
“a very Grand Ball” from November in the same year thrown by the Governor of Massachusetts,
John Hancock, with the goal “to introduce our Republican form of Goverment [sic] properly
upon the Stage.” 169 Here we see a ball being utilized as a place to celebrate such a notable
political undertaking – further pointing to the relevance that such events had for the elites who
attended them. Both the balls in April and November show that even in the midst of the War for
Independence, the elites of the United States were using social dancing engagements as a way to
solidify both diplomatic and political ties.
In 1789, there is evidence of a few more balls of note to this study. In January of that
year, Abigail Adams wrote to her husband stating, “I have been to Count montier [sic] to a Ball
given by him; and to the Assembly” while she was in New York. 170 The Count she speaks of is
Elénore François Elie, Comte de Moustier, who was the French Minister to the United States at
the time. Thomas Jefferson described him in a letter to Abigail as, “…genteel but plain, loving
society upon an easy not a splendid tone, unreserved, honest, & speaking our language like a
native… and is as likely to give satisfaction as any man that could have been chosen in
France.” 171 It is unsurprising that such an individual would be notable to U.S. elites like Thomas
Jefferson, who would assuredly appreciate a foreign diplomat who could speak their language
and partake in their social gatherings. This ball Abigail writes of, thrown by the French Minister
in the United States, is a great example of the cultural and traditional diplomatic interplay that
could exist between the two countries. By throwing a ball – an event we have seen time and time
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again to be a place of significance – Count Moustier would have been both promoting his native
French culture, through the social dances being performed and presumably the decorations
festooning the ballroom, as well as providing a space to mingle, interact, and dance with the
well-to-do of the country in which he was residing. As such, we can continue to see the
American ballroom as a possible location for diplomatic interaction. With the French Minister
throwing a ball in the United States, we get to see an example of a foreign official putting
together a social dancing event where his country’s culture could be on display for U.S. elites
like Abigail Adams.
John Adams also wrote of a ball in New York in 1789, although this one caused
consternation for Adams since he was concerned about the aristocratic tendencies possibly
growing in his society. In a letter to William Tudor he wrote of a motion in the Senate to refer to
the President of the United States as “his Excellency,” which Adams was quite relieved did not
pass. 172 Adams seemed shocked at the presumption that “The Maker and receiver of most
illustrious and most excellent Ambassaders [sic],” would be granted the same honorific granted
to such foreign dignitaries. 173 He further argued, “if the Constitution forbids Titles, Excellency is
as much an Usurpation as Majesty,” also demonstrating his steadfast dislike of such titles for the
President. 174 These concerns are reiterated further down in the letter when Adams informed
Tudor of the ball that occurred on May 7th, where “at Supper the Ladies would not drink ‘the
President’—they all drank ‘his Highness,’” a title that most certainly invoked aristocratic and
monarchical tradition. 175 Such an honorific bestowed upon the President at a Dancing Assembly
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event illustrates another link between European cultural norms and the ballroom in the United
States. By referring to the President with such honorifics, these elite women were vocally linking
their notions of European hierarchy within their new context as Americans. Thus, we can again
see how balls such as this served to unite the U.S. upper-class with their counterparts in Europe –
in this instance with the noble address of “His Highness” being an overt example of these
understood cultural ties. While ultimately it was decided that the President was not to be referred
to with such titles, this occurrence still shows how during this nebulous early period of U.S.
history there were efforts to continue using European tradition in various cases – something that
did not win out when it came to titles for the President but did continue to be a prominent part of
social dance culture. This ball was organized after abandoning initial plans for an inauguration
ball to celebrate President Washington. 176
The event was well-attended by political and diplomatic elite, including the President,
Vice-President, members of the House and Senate, French Minister Count de Moustier (“His
Most Christian Majesty's Ambassador”), Baron Steuben, and “other foreigners of distinction,” –
in total around 300 men and women attended. 177 During the evening, Washington danced both
the cotillion and the minuet – two French social dances – continuing to showcase how informal
French cultural diplomacy through social dance prevailed in the United States during this
period. 178 French cultural influences are further witnessed by the gifts the assembly managers
prepared for the women who attended – each received elegant fans made in Paris which were
decorated with a profile portrait of Washington. 179 Having French made goods decorated with
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the image of the U.S. President provides a material metaphor for the cultural links between the
two nations – the image of American power made all the more potent on a background made in
France. Imagining American elite women fanning themselves with Parisian made fans adorned
with an image of their President, while taking a break from dancing French and European social
dances, provides a powerful visual representation of the cultural relationship between the United
States and France during these decades.
This ball was recalled a few years later by Thomas Jefferson. Writing on the account of a
“Mr. Brown,” he claimed:
The first public ball which took place after the President’s arrival there, Colo.
Humphreys, Colo. W. S. Smith, and Mrs. Knox, were to arrange the ceremonials. These
arrangements were as follows. A Sopha [sic] at the head of the room raised on several
steps whereon the Presidt. [sic] and Mrs. Washington were to be seated. The gentlemen
were to dance in swords. Each one when going to dance was to lead his partner to the
foot of the Sopha, [sic] make a low obeisance to the Presidt. [sic] and his lady, then go
and dance, and when done bring his partner again to the foot of the Sopha [sic] for new
obeisances [sic] and then to retire to their chairs. It was to be understood too that
gentlemen should be dressed in bags. 180
It is unclear whether this harsh accounting of the evening is true or not – historians and
chroniclers throughout the nineteenth century differed on the matter with some believing
Jefferson’s account and some debating its veracity. One disputation asserted that Martha
Washington was not even in New York when this ball occurred and President Washington was
reported to have danced during the evening, and therefore could not have spent the evening
perched atop a ceremonial sofa. 181 Despite these possible inaccuracies, it is still a useful source
to understand the social anxieties and fears of developing an aristocracy that preoccupied some
American elites. If Washington had truly been placed on such a pedestal, with attendees required
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to “make a low obeisance” to him, that would have certainly evoked fears of monarchical
traditions. The elites of the new United States might have been interested in mimicking culture
cues from Europe, but they did not work to create a monarchy in their new nation. This incident,
real or imagined, speaks to the overall significance of the ballroom for the movements and
actions that happened in that space had greater ritualistic meaning beyond the dancing itself. The
ball in question here was reported as a success at the time, with the Gazette of the United States
reporting that, “satisfaction, vivacity and delight, beamed from every countenance." 182
This same month, there was another ball hosted by Count de Moustier, the French
Minister, on the evening of the fourteenth. 183 This gathering was described by a contemporary as
“uncommonly elegant,” with the French Minister assumedly interested in upholding the cultural
prestige of his county through a grand ball. The guests were regaled with a performance of a
cotillion to symbolize the friendship between the United States and France, with half the male
dancers wearing French uniforms and the other the American “Blue and Buff,” and the ladies
resplendent in white gowns accented by flowers that represented the two countries. 184 Rufus
Wilmot Griswold, author of The Republican Court, quotes a contemporary observer of this
dance, Elias Boudinot, noting, “These danced in a very curious manner, sometimes two and two,
sometimes four couple and four couple, and then in a moment all together, which formed great
entertainment for the spectators, to show the happy union between the two nations.” 185 Here,
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Boudinot is describing the figures of the cotillion, where all of the dancers form different shapes
and patterns depending on the number of performers. From Boudinot’s description, it is easy to
visualize the couples moving from pairs “two and two”, to squares “four couple and four
couple,” to circles “and then in a moment all together,” as they flowed between the forms of the
cotillion. This is a particularly exemplary case for it is truly a dance of diplomacy; the dance
itself was used to symbolize the amity between the two countries with the costuming visually
affirming their cultural ties. From this, we can witness a blending of cultural and traditional
diplomacy where the performers danced a French social dance wearing their respective countries
colors at a ball thrown by the French foreign minister with the explicit intent to honor both the
United States and France. Thus, this is a direct instance of the ways in which the informal
cultural diplomacy of the French could manifest itself in a more conventionally diplomatic
sphere. Furthermore, I argue that such a spectacle reinforces the way in which social dancing
was used as a culturally unifying force for the upper-class since these dancers were performing
more than just steps, they were in fact demonstrating their national prestige and standing with
this routine. Ultimately, not only was this ball thrown by the French Minister, a direct diplomatic
connection, this performance of a cotillion with the explicit purpose to portray through dance the
“happy union” between the U.S. and France provides a striking example of the power of dance
and diplomacy, a “happy union” in and of itself.
There were more balls throughout the 1790s that further showcase how important social
dancing could be to American elites and how it served to reinforce their upper-class status.
Whether they were for more political or diplomatic reasons, all of these dances served a useful
social and cultural role for those who participated in them. In 1791, President Washington went
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on a tour of the Southern states Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia. 186 These
visits often resulted in a ball thrown in honor of the President, in addition to other ceremonies
and respects. Washington’s diary from March 26, 1791 records his time in Annapolis, Maryland,
“Dined at the Governors [John Eager Howard] and went to the Assembly in the Evening where I
stayed till half past ten oclock.” 187 On April 14, Washington went to a ball in the evening “at
which there were between 60 & 70 ladies” in “Petersburgh.” 188 Continuing along his Southern
tour, on April 21st in New Bern, North Carolina he “Dined with the Citizens at a public dinner
given by them; & went to a dancing assembly in the evening…The company at both was
numerous—at the latter there were abt. 70 ladies.” 189 Diary entries from April 25th, May 4th, May
6th, and May 13th, all also mention attending dances during his tour. These diary entries reveal
that local officials throughout the South used balls as one of the ways to entertain the visiting
President, showing that such dances were a very consistent fixture of his trek across the country.
The regularity in which his journey involved dancing highlights the popular social nature of
these balls as well as demonstrating the importance of these gatherings to elites. It is notable that
a visiting President prompted balls where American elites could mingle with Washington, and in
so doing, portray their status and prestige through their dancing abilities. All of this continues to
reinforce the idea that balls were used as an important tool for honoring dignitaries, in this
instance, the President of the United States, as he visited the southern states in the country.
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Returning to Philadelphia in 1792, the social dance season was in full swing. Abigail
Adams writes how the city was, “one continued Scene of Parties upon Parties, Balls &
entertainments equal to any European city.” 190 This was high praise, considering that Europe was
regarded as the pinnacle of such entertainments. Abigail provides a succinct comparison between
Philadelphia and Europe, continuing to connect the social culture of the two regions. I argue that
this symmetry between European and American social scenes further illustrates how
engagements like social dancing could be used to create a continuity of upper-class culture on
either side of the Atlantic. As we have seen thus far, the United States might have been separated
from Europe by an ocean, but it was still tightly culturally linked to the continent.
Throughout the rest of the decade, there continued to be regularly scheduled balls to
entertain American elites. In early 1794, Prince Edward, the fourth son of King George III,
visited Boston. While there, in addition to touring some of the city, he was treated to a night at
the Dancing Assembly – yet another foreign visitor entertained by an American ball. 191 At the
end of the decade after John Adams was elected to the presidency, we see balls thrown in his
honor and for his birthday – seeming to continue the precedent set by annually celebrating
President Washington’s birthdays. 192 The end of the century saw an aging Washington stepping
back from these social amusements that had brought him such pleasure throughout his life. In
November 1799, only a month before his death, he wrote to decline an invitation on behalf of
himself and Martha Washington to the Dancing Assembly in Alexandria, proclaiming, “But alas!
our dancing days are no more; we wish, however, all those whose relish for so agreeable, &
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innocent an amusement, all the pleasure the Season will afford them.” 193 It seems only fitting to
conclude this section with Washington’s statement, for his participation in the balls of the 1780s
and 1790s proved to be a defining feature of the early American social scene. After
Washington’s death on Dec. 17, 1799, the country was plunged into a state of mourning as
citizens whirled from the loss of such a defining figure. 194 Throughout the early decades of the
United States, social dancing in the United States ultimately served a significant political,
cultural, and diplomatic role to American elites that used them to perform their class status and
to honor dignitaries both domestic and foreign.
Conclusion
The 1780s and 1790s in the United States were filled with dancing. City Dancing
Assemblies across the country provided seasonal balls to the well-to-do of the nation.
Throughout the decades, George Washington’s birthdays were regularly celebrated with balls
where political and diplomatic posturing and controversy could occur. For instance, the
Washington birthday ball of 1798 raised questions over the proper occasion for balls and whom
they were meant to honor – was it right for a former president to be celebrated in such a way?
This minor political controversy seems to have resolved itself by the next year, but it still shows
the significance that dance could have in upper class U.S. society. Other balls were thrown for
and by elites in order to celebrate diplomatic alliances, presidential visits, and honored
individuals – all of which in some way further cemented the cultural links between the United
States and Europe. Whether looking at the French social dances performed at these gatherings,
the French decorations and accoutrements that ornamented the ballrooms, or the illustrious
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guestlists comprised of U.S. and European officials who attended – it is clear that European and
French elite culture comprised a substantial aspect of late eighteenth-century balls. Thus, we can
view the ballroom as a culturally diplomatic important location. Ultimately, although differences
existed among these Americans in regards to the proper extent that balls should be used to
commemorate important occasions, many elite Americans did view dance as an advantageous
means of integrating themselves into both the world of elite European society and the emerging
elite culture in the United States. For these elites, social dancing was a powerful force in
maintaining and performing their upper-class cultural status based on their elite counterparts
across the Atlantic. During this period, it is evident that balls allowed the social and political elite
of the United States to gather together in ballrooms to honor more than just a love of dance.
Next, we shall turn to see how the social dancing these Americans learned and perfected at home
in the United States was used by their diplomats abroad.
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Chapter Three: Dance and Diplomacy in Europe
…many of the Ministers, Generals and nobility, give single balls, or have weekly evening
parties, at all of which are to be met the same round of company, and at all the balls, the
king and queen and royal family, who join in all the dances, and live with all this Court
upon quite an accessible and almost a familiar footing.— Foreign Ministers are
considered as under a sort of obligation to be present at all these parties, and many among
them take their turns in giving them. 195
This telling excerpt was written by John Quincy Adams to his mother Abigail Adams
while he was serving as U.S. Minister Resident in Prussia. Here John Quincy clearly states how
important it was for diplomats to know how to dance; there was an expectation for the foreign
ministers at this court to attend these balls and to host their own. Thus, we can see social dancing
forming an aspect of the required duties for a foreign official who wished to be taken seriously
while abroad. In the late eighteenth century, social dancing was a notable component in the art of
diplomacy. Balls allowed U.S. diplomats to interact, solidify social bonds, and perform their
prestigious status with their high-ranking European cohorts in a ritual of legitimacy that
strengthened international relations amongst these countries. By knowing how to dance, these
U.S. officials were able to interact with the courts of Europe on the same metaphorical footing by
engaging in the culturally significant ceremony that was social dancing.
In this chapter, I will conduct a case study of U.S. diplomats to France during the 1780s
and the 1790s to reveal the ways in which they interacted with French dance culture while
serving abroad in order to showcase how social dancing was used diplomatically in Europe by
these American elites. Furthermore, I analyze the dance education the children of these
diplomats received while living in France to continue to demonstrate the importance of such
instruction for these elite children to build off the same theme from chapter one. This chapter is
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not meant to be a recapitulation of diplomatic relations between the United States and France
during this period, nor is it meant to provide a definitive look at the French Revolution. These
topics have been explored at length by scholars, who provide helpful background on the
traditional diplomatic and political exchange that occurred between U.S. ministers and the
French government during the late eighteenth century. Rather, I aim to showcase the diplomatic
importance of dance for these U.S. ministers and envoys who took part in the French society and
culture all around them. These individuals were thrust into a European aristocratic world full of
dancing, dining, parties, and more, where they were expected to mingle with the elite of French
society while simultaneously achieving diplomatic victories for their country; by knowing how
to dance they were able to partake in this significant aspect of diplomacy. Chapter two
established the status-affirming function that social dancing fulfilled for U.S. elites at home in
the United States; in chapter three we will see how the usefulness of dance also translated to the
diplomatic arena for these elites serving as U.S. diplomats.
The emphasis here is on the perspective of these elite Americans, as opposed to the
French officials with whom they interacted, thus the sources relied upon for this analysis are the
diaries, letters, and writings of the American diplomats, their wives, and their children, who were
all experiencing life and dance in Europe. By focusing on this point of view, I look to
complement my overarching argument about the impact of French dance cultural influences on
the diplomatic world of the United States by demonstrating how social dancing was a notable
aspect of diplomatic interaction for U.S. officials abroad and its use as a signifier of elite status
for these Americans in a European context. Put most broadly, I aim to argue the diplomatic,
social, and cultural significance of social dancing to U.S. diplomats in the late eighteenth
century.
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Balls and Operas
As has been demonstrated throughout this study, in the eighteenth century, France stood
as the model of dance culture in Europe and the United States. As discussed in chapter one, the
notation used in dance manuals was developed by Frenchmen, dancing masters continually
looked to France for the popular dance trends, and the hallmark minuet had French origins.
Beyond this, ballet, an enduring style of performance dance which shared basic technique with
social dancing, was popularized in the French court of King Louis XIV before becoming a staple
of the Paris Opera. 196 From the ballroom to the stage, it is evident that French dance dominated
the milieu. 197 When American diplomats journeyed to France, they were placed in the midst of
this dance culture replete with masquerade balls, grand operas full of ballets, and longstanding
traditions, including specific rules, with regard to proper dance etiquette. By analyzing the
memoirs and correspondence that survive from Benjamin Franklin, John Adams, Thomas
Jefferson, and Gouverneur Morris, we can get a glimpse of this dance culture from an American
point of view to see the important diplomatic role it served as well as their opinions on it.
In the late 1770s, two notable U.S. diplomats – Benjamin Franklin and John Adams
arrived in Paris. The earliest of these recollections come from Benjamin Franklin, who by this
time was an aging statesman generally doted upon by French elites. Due to his relationships with
the nobility of France, Franklin was a prominent feature of the social scene, attending and
hosting many dinners and events. He was a part of the first group of diplomats from the United
States who were sent to Paris to negotiate the Franco-American Alliance of 1778 – codified in
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the Treaties of Amity and Commerce, and the Treaty of Alliance. 198 In April 1778, John Adams
arrived in Paris as an envoy for the country, ultimately staying with Franklin in Passy, outside
Paris. 199 During his initial month in France, Adams was thrust into the French social scene where
he had to attend a whirlwind of dinners and nights at the theater in order to mingle with
numerous high-ranking Frenchmen and women. 200 As a diplomatic envoy, he was expected to
participate in these various gatherings, no matter how exhausting they were to the reserved
Adams – joining in on these packed social calendars was expected of diplomats who wished to
make a good impression on their foreign hosts.
His diary reveals one such event, a trip to the opera, with his impressions of the event
providing a useful look at his perspective on the dancing that occurred during the performance
and its usefulness for diplomatic social interaction. On May 19, Adams and Franklin were
invited to the opera by Monsieur Geoffroy Chalut de Vérin, a French farmer general – one of the
King’s tax collectors. This French government official inviting these U.S. diplomats out to see
this performance shows how the opera could be used as a place to increase familiarity amongst
diplomats and locals through shared cultural experiences – in this case at the illustrious Paris
Opera. Adams noted, “The Musick [sic] and dancing were very fine.” 201 The following day, he
wrote more on the topic, asserting,
The french Opera is an Entertainment, which is very pleasing, for a few Times. There is
every Thing, which can please the Eye, or the Ear. But the Words are unintelligible, and
if they were not, they are said to be very insignificant. I always wish, in such an
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Amusement to learn Something. The Imagination, the Passions and the Understanding,
have too little Employment, in the opera. 202
Here we get a tepid review of the French opera, with Adams appreciating the spectacle but
finding the content underwhelming. As Adams was not a particularly fluent French speaker, it is
not surprising that he critiqued that “the Words are unintelligible;” his lack of French fluency
was an issue that came up repeatedly in his diary from this period, being unable to communicate
effectively in the native language of the French officials. 203 Even if he was not a devoted fan of
the opera, he still admitted to finding the opera “pleasing,” and the dancing to be “very fine;” for
even a socially-conservative and devoutly religious man was able to appreciate the spectacle of
the Paris Opera – highlighting the prominence of such a cultural display to these elites. Since
attending these performances could be useful in forging diplomatic relationships with French
officials, it is helpful to understand how elites such as Adams felt about them. The fact that
Adams was able to find some enjoyment from the opera reinforces how American elites viewed
such French dance culture, and were able to appreciate its utility in familiarizing themselves with
the culture in which they were meant to work.
Moving from the stage to the ballroom, in 1779 Benjamin Franklin hosted a banquet to
celebrate the anniversary of the declaration of American independence – a diplomatically
revealing evening which concluded with a ball where U.S. diplomats were able to dance with
their French counterparts while honoring a momentous occasion for their own country. A record
of the seven toasts given at the event survives, both in English and in French, which shows the
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intimate relationship that existed between the United States, France, and Spain in the midst of the
American War for Independence:
1
The King of France, illustrious Protector of American Liberty.
Le Roi de France, illustre Protecteur de la Liberté Americaine.
2
The Queen, and may they and their Posterity long reign over an affectionate and happy
People.
La Reine puissent ils regner longtems eux et leur Posterité sur un Peuple heureux et
affectionné.
3
The King of Spain and the Rest of the renowned Bourbon Family; with Success to their
Arms.
Le Roi d’Espagne et toute l’illustre Famille des Bourbons. & Succés a ses Armes.
4
The Congress and may they always govern with the same Wisdom that has hitherto
distinguished them.
Le Congrés. Puisse-t-il toujours gouverner avec la même Sagesse qui l’a distingué
jusqu’a present.
5
The Marquis de la Fayette and all the brave Strangers who have hazarded their Lives in
our Cause.
Le Marquis de la Fayette et touts les braves Etrangers qui ont risqué leurs Vies pour notre
Cause.
6
Generals Washington, Gates, Arnold and all the valiant Americans who have fought in
Defence of their Country.
Les Generaux Washington, Gates, Arnold et touts les vaillans Americains qui ont
combattu pour la Defense de leur Patrie.
7
The combined Fleets of France & Spain, and may Fame swell their Sails, and Victory
crown all their Enterprizes.
Les Flottes combinées de France et d’Espagne; Puisse la Renommée enfler leurs Voiles
et la Victoire couronner toutes leurs Entreprises. 204
These toasts provide a tantalizing glimpse into the world of diplomacy at social gatherings such
as these, with specific honors being marked for the French, American, and Spanish officials. Of
particular note, the first toast was made to “The King of France, illustrious Protector of
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American Liberty” which offers a succinct perspective of the relationship between the U.S. and
France at the time. By posturing King Louis XVI as the “illustrious Protector of American
Liberty,” the toast is clearly linking the two nations, and putting the King of France in a guardian
role for the fledgling United States – thereby showing deference to the King and defining the
diplomatic relationship between the two countries from the French point of view. Toasts at the
banquet also honored the U.S. Congress, Marquis de Lafayette, and U.S. Generals including
George Washington, further demonstrating the links of amity between France and United States
and the prestige of these exalted individuals. All of these toasts served rhetorically to strengthen
the links between the U.S. and France, a relationship from which American elites benefitted
culturally – as demonstrated in earlier chapters through their adoption of French dance culture; in
addition to the concrete military and financial benefits they received during the war thanks to
these international ties. After the toasts and banqueting, the evening concluded with a ball where
these high-ranking Frenchmen and women were able to dance with their American counterparts
– cementing the evening’s general theme of diplomacy and amity with physical movements
across the ballroom. This banquet and ball are a prime example of the ways in which more
traditional expressions of diplomatic bonds, as expounded in the toasts, could be celebrated and
solidified with social dancing. The ritual of social dancing concluded this diplomatically
important evening that was all meant to celebrate the relationship between the United States and
France – illustrating exactly how dance and diplomacy were notably linked during this period as
well as continuing to show the significance of the ballroom for diplomatic interaction.
In 1783, Benjamin Franklin again hosted an event where the diplomatic significance of
social dancing can be seen. This was a pivotal year for U.S. history in which the American War
for Independence official ended with the British and Americans signing of the Treaty of Paris. In
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Paris, the peace was celebrated throughout the city, with one such event bearing Franklin’s
name. Advertised as a “Fête Académique,” this occasion was put on by the French Masonic
Lodge, The Loge des Neuf Sœurs (The Lodge of Nine Sisters), and Benjamin Franklin. 205 The
announcement advertised that the event would have readings, concerts, songs, and a ball. 206
Again, we can see a gathering explicitly meant to honor a diplomatic relationship between the
United States and France symbolically concluding with a ball where U.S. diplomats and
Frenchmen and women were able to interact and dance with one another thereby strengthening
their personal diplomatic bonds through the shared language of social dancing. Furthermore, this
invitation noted that the decorations would symbolize “la gloire de la France” (the glory of
France) and “l’indépendance de l’Amérique” (Independence of America). 207 This event provides
a great example of a diplomatically important social gathering in France – with the party being
organized in part by Benjamin Franklin, the American Minister, and featuring decorations
explicitly symbolizing the relationship between the United States and France. This calls to mind
similar balls discussed in chapter two, where U.S ballrooms had been decorated with popular
accoutrements and symbols of the French monarchy and where guests received Parisian made
goods featuring the image of George Washington. In both the U.S. and French examples, the
ballroom was a place where American elites were able to justify their own upper-class status by
performing the social dances popularized by the French. In this case, Franklin had the
opportunity to solidify the diplomatic relationship between the United States and France through
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the legitimizing ritual of social dancing by festooning the gathering in both the physical and
metaphorical bonds of amity – as exemplified by the décor and the dancing.
Abigail Adams also wrote of the balls and operas that she attended while abroad with her
husband in Europe. Her letters provide a valuable look at the relationship between dance and
diplomacy as well as how the popular fashions worn at such gatherings showed how balls were a
place to see and be seen in order to further demonstrate one’s elite status. After traveling from
England to France, she wrote, “I am now resident in a country, to which many Americans give
the preference,” plainly pointing to the fondness for France over England – something that the
cultural preferences discussed in this study certainly reveal. 208 From her, we are granted some
detailed descriptions of the dancing, performances, and fashions, that were popular during the
mid-1780s in Europe – and by extension, their diplomatic significance.
By examining Abigail’s views on stage dancing, we are able to see how the cultural
dominance of France in the realm of dance was able to influence, and ultimately, change her
opinion of such performance – further illustrating the supremacy of French dance in this age, and
its impact on American elites such as Abigail. Abigail attended a few theatrical productions
during her time in France where she was able to witness dancing on stage. She remarked, “The
dancing on the stage is a great amusement to me, and the dresses are beautifully fanciful.” 209
Two important aspects of French culture are on display here – both dance and fashion – and
Abigail’s pleased reaction to them was consistent with her contemporaries’ general fondness for
such French culture. This compliment is not to say that Abigail enjoyed this spectacle from her
first encounter with it. She does admit her initial surprise upon seeing such performances:
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The first dance which I saw upon the Stage shoked [sic] me, the Dress’es [sic] and
Beauty of the performers was enchanting, but no sooner did the Dance commence, than I
felt my delicacy wounded, and I was ashamed to bee seen to look at them. Girls cloathd
[sic] in the thinest [sic] Silk: and Gauze, with their peticoats [sic] short Springing two
foot from the floor poising themselves in the air, with their feet flying, and as perfectly
shewing their Garters and draws, as tho [sic] no peticoat [sic] had been worn, was a sight
altogether new to me. Their motions are as light as air and as quick as lightning. They
balance themselves to astonishment. No description can equal the reality. 210
This explanation from Abigail provides a fascinating description of dance and costuming; while
also revealing her moralistic religious sensibilities that underlined her propriety-focused
worldview which had been challenged by the display upon the stage. This recollection helps one
to start to visualize what such dance would have looked like in France – with mention of the
jumps, motions, and balance, that characterized these performances. Stage dance and social
dancing did share some basic technique, recall in chapter one the five foot positions of ballet that
were important building blocks of the minuet as well; however, these feats of balance and agility
that so astounded Abigail were more specialized for the stage than the ballroom. These shorter
costumes for the ballet dancers further illustrate this distinction, for these more revealing
garments allowed the audience to witness the technical expertise of these dancers who were
expected to leap and twirl to a grander extent than their social dancing counterparts.
Despite her earlier shock at seeing this type of dancing, Abigail herself confessed, “Shall
I speak a Truth and say that repeatedly seeing these Dances has worn off that disgust which I
first felt, and that I see them now with pleasure,” demonstrating the wide appeal of such
performances. 211 This is not to stay that Abigail was not concerned over the propriety of the
performers themselves – her pleasure in viewing the dancing in France did not dull her
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condemnation of an “opera Girl,” a career she evidently dismissed. 212 However, Abigail
succumbing to this enjoyment of dance can be extrapolated to a broader parallel of U.S. elites in
this period – where debates over dance and its proper place did exist, and yet despite criticisms it
is undeniable that dance remained popular in the United States, almost as if through sheer
prevalence detractors too had to throw off their disgust due to repeated exposure, as Abigail had
in France. Social dancing was too useful as a tool of legitimatization for U.S. elites for it to be
put aside completely. Abigail further complimented, “The art of dancing is carried to the highest
degree of perfection that it is capable of; at the opera.” 213 Abigail’s evolving opinions on French
dance culture showcases the possible power informal French cultural diplomacy could have on
an elite American such as her, since she went from being scandalized by the dancing to accepting
its preeminence through recurring experiences of it. Her thoughts on dance culture in France
ultimately illustrate the ways dance entered the lives of American elites while abroad and the
power it had to influence the cultural preferences of these Americans.
After her time in Paris, Abigail returned to London where her husband was posted as
Minister Plenipotentiary to Britain. The surviving letters from her time here provide a revealing
look at the further influence of French dance culture upon her and the diplomatic importance of
the balls she attended as an Ambassador’s wife. After her time witnessing the wonders of the
Paris stage, Abigail was concerned over the quality of the entertainment she would find in Great
Britain. She planned to attend the theater to see Mrs. Siddons, a famous actress; however, she
wrote, “I promise myself high entertainment from this admired and celebrated actress, but
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heitherto [sic] I have seen nothing that I can realish [sic] since my comeing [sic] from Paris. Of
the Theatrical kind I should say.” 214 After having been spoiled by the spectacles of the French
stage, the theatrical scene in London was simply unable to compare. Abigail’s sentiments here
affirm the view of the cultural preeminence of France in this period, looking to it in this case as
the staple of theatrical performances. Additionally, it continues to demonstrate how fully the
impact of French culture upon her shifted her expectations of the arts in other countries.
Abigail did not only attend the theater while living in London, she also went to a few
diplomatically notable balls. One such event was a ball thrown by the French Ambassador to the
Court of St. James, Comte Jean-Balthazar d'Adhémar. This ball provides significant evidence
arguing for the diplomatic importance of balls for U.S. diplomats and the ways in which Abigail,
as a member of the American elite, adopted the appropriate cultural affects to fit in at these types
of gatherings. She described the event thus:
Many very Brilliant Ladies of the first distinction were present. The Dancing commenced
about 10, and the rooms soon filld. [sic] The Room which he had built for this purpose, is
large enough for 5 or 6 hundred persons. It is most elegantly decorated, hung with a Gold
tissue ornamented with 12 Brilliant cut Lustures, [sic] each containing 24 candles. At one
end there are two large Arches, these were adornd [sic] with wreaths and bunches of
Artificial flowers upon the walls…There were coverd seats all round the room for those
who did not chuse [sic] to dance…The whole Stile of the House and furniture is such as
becomes the Ambassador from one of the first Monarchs in Europe…He has agreeably
blended the magnificence and splendour [sic] of France with the neatness and elegance of
England. 215
This thorough description of the ball delivers a valuable look at the opulence of such gatherings
in the late eighteenth century. This was not a small engagement but instead, was hosted in a
room that could hold hundreds of people – speaking to the large numbers of people who
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frequented these events. As an Ambassador’s wife, Abigail was able to attend this ball where she
was mingling with, and presumably, dancing amongst the British elite, such as the “Brilliant
Ladies of the first distinction” who she mentioned in her letter. George, the Prince of Wales
himself, and his controversial wife, Mrs. Fitzherbet, also attended this ball, showing the very
high-ranking British guests who attended this French ball – highlighting the diplomatic
possibilities of being at an event with such distinguished individuals. 216
Abigail’s recollections of the event also explicitly compared French and British culture
when she asserted that the ball was a mix of the “magnificence and splendour [sic]” that was
associated with France and the “neatness and elegance” that was characteristic of England. This
is a great example of social dance being diplomatically significant, for this ambassador’s ball
was a space where these different cultures intersected and performed for each other. This
blending of English and French style is reminiscent of the blending of French and American
symbols at Franklin’s independence banquet and ball of 1783 – again showing how the ballroom
was a location where individuals from different countries could come together, intermingle, and
importantly, dance with one another. I argue that this socializing amongst the upper-class elites
of various countries exemplifies how social dance served a class-unifying function for by
adopting the social dance practices of Europe, Americans were able to try to perform their status
on the same footing as their European counterparts, whether by hosting balls back home in the
United States or attending them in London and Paris. Furthermore, this ball is a prime example
of a ball being diplomatically and ritually significant in and of itself – since it was thrown by a
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foreign ambassador to provide a place for elites of other countries to gather together in a shared
social space where they could create the necessary bonds of amity that formed an important core
of diplomacy. From Abigail’s perspective, we are able to delve into this world of dance and
diplomacy where U.S. diplomats participated in the culturally and socially legitimizing act of
social dancing alongside the European elites whose dance culture they had adopted back home in
the United States, in part, for this very purpose.
The diplomatic relevance and cultural power of French dance culture is further disclosed
in a comparison that Abigail made between the Comte d'Adhémar’s ball and an earlier ball that
she had attended at the British court. She clearly contrasted the two events: “Saint James’s would
fall as much short of the French Ambassadors; as the Court of his Britanick [sic] Majesty does;
of the splendour [sic] and magnificence of his most Christian Majesty.” 217 This directly
juxtaposed the locations where the two balls were held as well as the distinction between King
George III and King Louis XVI, finding the French monarch to embody more “splendour [sic]
and magnificence” than his British counterpart. Again, Abigail’s preference for France over
Great Britain was generally consistent with her contemporaries who sought to define themselves
away from their past as British colonists and towards a new standing on their own as the United
States. 218 She continued to deride the rooms at St. James by further comparing them to the
greater assembly rooms in the United States, asserting that the “Elegance and decoration” in
America surpassed that of St. James. 219 This assertion is worthy of some examination, for as this
study demonstrates, ballrooms in America were at times decorated in the French mode; therefore,
Abigail was, knowingly or not, further pointing to French cultural dominance by placing both
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France and the United States as preeminent over similar locations in Great Britain. By linking the
United States with France against Great Britain, we see Abigail supporting the cultural power of
France that her elite cohorts adopted back home in the U.S. as a way to no longer define
themselves as British.
Abigail continued to deride the British ball she had attended before Comte d'Adhémar’s,
this time focusing on how ill-purposed the location was and the improper outfits worn, for the
social dancing that was performed there. She noted, “As to the dancing, the space they had to
move in gave them no opportunity to display the Grace of a minuet, and the full dress of long
court trains and enormous hoops, you well know were not favourable [sic] for Country dances,
so that I saw them at every disadvantage.” 220 In this quotation, she mentions the two prominent
dances of the time – the minuet and the Country Dances, or contredanses, – finding the small
dancing space and fashions to detract from the “Grace” and entertainment of such routines. Her
pointed critiques of the location and the clothing shows Abigail’s familiarity with the popular
dance styles of the day; for she knew them well enough to see when they were not being
performed to the fullest extent of their possible gracefulness or liveliness.
Despite these denouncements, Abigail revealed that at the French Ambassador’s ball, the
guests were more appropriately dressed for dancing than at the earlier Court ball she had
critiqued. At the Comte d'Adhémar’s ball the guests were bedecked in popular French styles,
which she described, “as great a variety of pretty dresses borrowd [sic] wholy [sic] from France,”
showing the infiltration of French culture with the guests wearing the fashions of France. 221 She
also described in great detail both her and her daughter’s outfits for the ball; grand ensembles
that included decorative feathers, pearls, bows, ribbons, and roses – fancy dresses and headpieces
220
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that fit in amongst the opulence of the ball. 222 These ornate ensembles, which one can safely
assume were not their daily attire, shows Abigail and her daughter, also named Abigail,
consciously draping themselves in the appropriate upper class fashions of the day in order to fit
in at this diplomatic ball amongst their European peers. Here we see the performance of elite
class legitimation working in conjunction with the dancing and the elaborate clothing; balls were
places to see and be seen dancing and wearing the nicest clothes – all to demonstrate the
prestigious status of the elites who attended. Abigail’s observations of these balls allow us to
more fully understand these grand European balls which could have such diplomatic
significance.
Next, we turn to Thomas Jefferson and Gouverneur Morris, two U.S. Ministers to France,
in order to gain their perspective as American diplomats and elites, on the French dance culture
they witnessed and participated with while abroad. Thomas Jefferson’s financial records from
1785 and 1786 reveal that he attended the opera in Paris and a few of the masquerade balls that
followed the performances. 223 For instance, on April 28, 1785 he noted a purchase of “Opera
tickets” and on November 13 of the same year he paid “at Masquerade.” 224 Unfortunately,
correspondence from Jefferson with detailed descriptions of such events like Abigail Adams
provided was not found – however, even these admittedly dry memorandum books do show that
he attended the opera and balls while in France. Thus, Jefferson also participated in the
diplomatically important dance culture that reigned supreme in France, where he had the
opportunity to interact with his European peers at these shows and subsequent balls.
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Morris was already living in France when he accepted the position as Minister to France,
a role he held from 1792-1794. He kept a detailed diary during his entire stay in France, which is
now an extremely valuable source for studies of the French Revolution – since he stayed in the
country through the initial years of the Revolution, even through the Reign of Terror. From his
diary, we are able to learn of the array of opera and dance performances he attended while in
Europe. His thoughts on this reveal the impact of French dance culture upon him as
demonstrated through his evident appreciation of it. After attending the opera in September
1789, he recorded, “If we bate the unnatural, the extravagant and the impossible and agree to
indulge the Eye and Ear at the Expence [sic] of the Heart and Understanding, there is no Reason
in Nature why we should not passionately admire the french [sic] Opera.” 225 This calls to mind
the similar observation Adams had on the opera, where he felt that while it was an eye-catching
spectacle, it had certainly left much to be desired in terms of substantive intellectual content. For
Morris at least, he sounded more accepting of this reality – happy to be entertained instead of
lectured.
Morris’ diary reveals compliments towards the dances of the opera, highlighting his
appreciation for this form of French dance culture. He wrote on the topic, “The Dancing after the
Opera is prodigiously fine. [Marie-August] Vestris and [Pierre-Gabriel] Gardell [sic] who are
upon the Stage together are both wonderful, and Gardell is second only because Vestris is
first.” 226 The two men he mentioned were prominent dancers – the editor of Morris diary, Anne
Cary Morris, described Vestris as the “greatest dancer of his time” and Gardel as a ballet-master
and a composer. 227 This entry shows that Morris was able to view some particularly talented
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dancers on the Parisian stage, and that his admiration of them points to his understanding of
proper dance form. In July 1791, Morris attended the opera again, repeating his praise that it was
“…by far the best I ever heard,” and that “The ballet is prodigiously fine.” 228 Thanks to Morris’s
observations, we get to see the opera and ballet through another elite American's eyes, and he
certainly enjoyed what he saw upon the stage. His recollections continue to show the quality of
dance in France, and the prominent individuals who went to watch it – such as, importantly to
this study, U.S. diplomats taking in the cultural sights of France. The sources from both Jefferson
and Morris continue to illustrate the popularity of French dance culture amongst the U.S.
diplomats, with their records of attendance, and in Morris’ case, his blatant appreciation of,
French opera and ballet. Since both of these elite Americans attended the opera, and in the case
of Morris, left glowing reviews of some performances, we can see how these U.S. diplomats
were able to interact with, appreciate, and be influenced by French dance culture.
In this section, we have explored some prominent examples of the relationship between
diplomacy and dance for U.S. diplomats in Europe. These Americans hosted celebrations and
attended balls of diplomatic importance while living and working in Europe. For instance, some
of the events hosted by Benjamin Franklin explicitly meant to celebrate the bonds of amity
between the United States and France concluded with balls that took on a ritualistic significance
where American elites and their European counterparts could cement their friendship through
movement. Abigail Adams’ detailed accounts of the balls she attended in London further
showcase the diplomatic importance that balls could be imbued with by providing U.S.
diplomats with an extravagant location to mingle, interact, and dance with their European peers.
Beyond this, the cultural diplomatic power of French dance culture is demonstrated by the
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glowing reviews these diplomats recorded about the dancing at the Paris Opera – and in the case
of Abigail Adams – her opinion shifting to appreciate the art form. Dance was a notable
component of diplomatic exchange during the late eighteenth century and this small sample
illustrates a few different ways in which dance and diplomacy were inextricably linked for U.S.
diplomats who were able to interact on the same metaphorical stage as their European
counterparts due to their shared knowledge of dance.
Balls and operas were not the only ways by which dance entered and influenced the lives
of these elites Americans abroad – they were also interested in ensuring that their children
received dance education while in Europe – a subject to which we will now turn. In chapter one
we discovered how U.S. elites learned dance in their own country; by now looking at how U.S.
children were educated in the same subjects abroad we can understand the importance placed on
this type of education and how it would serve to benefit them socially, culturally, and
diplomatically.
Dance Education
When American elites traveled to Europe for diplomatic missions, they sometimes
brought their children with them overseas to be educated on the continent. When looking at the
polite arts education they received while in France and Europe, we can see the importance that
was placed on such studies by the parents who funded it and the results of this instruction for the
children themselves. This importance placed on dance education additionally displays its cultural
significance for U.S. elites and the ways it could translate into a successful diplomatic career – as
exemplified by John Quincy Adams. John Quincy and his brother Charles joined their father
John Adams in France in the late 1770s. Their sister, Abigail, later went to Europe as well when
their father returned in the mid-1780s. Thomas Jefferson brought his daughters, Martha and
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Mary, often referred to as Patsy and Polly, respectively, to Paris during his tenure there. James
Monroe’s daughter, Elizabeth “Eliza” Monroe, was also brought with him to Europe. These
children had the unique opportunity to spend part of their youth away from the United States,
and accordingly, to receive part of their education while in Europe. This polite arts education
included dancing and French studies – two subjects that would help to ensure that these elite
children gained fluency in the languages of dance and of French in order to prepare them for
their lives as a part of the American elite, and possibly, that of a diplomat.
John Quincy Adams is a model case of a child of a U.S. diplomat who was educated in
the ornamental arts, and would eventually go on to become a diplomat himself where he had the
opportunity to utilize the polite arts. In the spring of 1778, a ten-year-old John Quincy Adams
traveled with his father, John Adams, to Paris. 229 Less than a week later, John Adams arranged
for his son’s education in Paris. He recorded in his diary that the “Master of the Accademy [sic]
in this Place,” Monsieur Le Coeur, agreed to admit John Quincy into his school. 230 Adams also
noted that his son was “much pleased with his Prospect because he understood that Rewards
were given to the best Schollars, [sic] which he said was an Encouragement,” evidently looking
forward to attending this academy and dedicating himself to his studies. 231 Of note to this
examination, Adams wrote about the curriculum at the school, in which “Dancing, Fencing,
Musick, [sic] and Drawing” were taught along with French and Latin.” 232 These were all core
tenets of the kind of polite education from which an upper-class child such as John Quincy
would have benefitted. Even though John Adams himself was not particularly fond of
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ornamental education, he still found it important for his son to receive such an education,
pointing to how important it was for elite cultural legitimation – these American elites used their
social dance knowledge in order to demonstrate their prestigious societal status, as discussed in
chapter two. Often, it seemed that dance education and French language instruction were linked
together in this period, with one supplementing the other as necessary knowledge for future
statesmen and diplomats.
John Quincy wrote to his mother Abigail about this school, giving an account of his daily
schedule:
I am now at a good School which I like very Well. I will now give you an account how
We live here at 6 o Clock in the morning We get up and go in to School and Stay till half
after 8 When We Breakfast and Play till 9 When We go in & Stay till 12 When We dine
after dinner we Play till 2 When We go in and Stay till half after 4 When We Come out
and Play till five When We go in and Stay till half after 7 When We Sup after Supper We
go up and Stay about an hour and go to bed 233
Despite the undescriptive nature of this account, it is still a helpful portrayal of what his early
European education was like. John Quincy’s daily schedule discloses that his school valued both
time dedicated to studies and time dedicated to “Play” – an all-encompassing schedule that
demonstrated the luxury of free time that these elites would have enjoyed. This account from a
young John Quincy allows for a glimpse into what life was like for the children of American
elites abroad, where they were able to be educated in a variety of subjects, including,
importantly, dancing – something that their counterparts back home in the United States were
also learning, as explicated in chapter one. This emphasis on dance education, both in the U.S.
and abroad, shows the important role that dance could serve for these young Americans –
whether they stayed in the United States or chose to seek diplomatic appointments.
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John Quincy’s letter to his mother also reveals some of his youthful observations on the
foreign policy decisions happening around him. He wrote to her about the “Treaty Concluded
between France and america [sic]” that he believed would “rouse the hearts of the americans
[sic] exceedingly and also of the desire of the English To make Peace with us and of the
Commisioners [sic] dispacthd [sic] from England for that Purpose.” 234 John Quincy’s foreign
policy predictions are admittedly rather endearing, coming from a ten year old who had just told
his mother about his school and then ending with dreams of peace with England – childhood
observations one might expect from the child of a diplomat. Even from this young of an age, he
was being taught the necessary polite arts to interact in elite society and, to some extent, being
introduced to the world of diplomacy.
A few weeks after John Quincy started at this school, John Adams’ diary entry noted that
the young men from the school came over for dinner – with Adams describing the gathering as
“a pretty Shew of young Americans.” 235 It is interesting to read of these “young Americans” who
were all receiving a Parisian polite arts education – in this instance the influence of French
culture on elite Americans is rather direct, with these young men being taught dancing and
French in France in order to learn how to effectively communicate in and outside of the ballroom
with their European counterparts. Here, they were able to adopt the French dance culture that
dominated in the United States through immersion, without having to rely on the imported
instructors that their cohorts across the Atlantic needed. John Quincy, along with the rest of his
youthful American cohort, were integrated into the social lives of their parents, coming from the
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Academy to dine with their high-ranking families in order to take part in the elite culture around
them and to demonstrate the progress they were achieving in their studies.
John Quincy’s education in dance and French guaranteed he would be familiar with two
hallmarks of the burgeoning elite class of Americans back in the United States. This education
would prove to be helpful to him later in his life when he began his own career as a U.S.
diplomat. As noted at the start of this chapter, John Quincy would eventually utilize his dance
knowledge in diplomatically notable situations after his appointment as the U.S. Minister
Resident in Prussia. 236 Since John Quincy had been taking dance lessons since childhood, he had
the necessary knowledge needed to take part in these ritually significant balls where he had the
opportunity to mingle with notable dignitaries and to perform his upper-class status to them
through knowledge of social dancing. Thus, John Quincy was able to use his knowledge of dance
as a tool of international legitimation while serving as a U.S. diplomat – highlighting how dance
and diplomacy could truly come together.
Like John Quincy Adams, Thomas Jefferson’s daughters Martha and Mary Jefferson both
received fine arts education while they lived in France too. Martha’s earlier polite education was
discussed at length in chapter one, after her Philadelphia-based dancing and French instruction,
she was further taught these subjects while living in Paris. 237 Her father’s memorandum books
from 1784 note his payment for her education at the “Abbaie [sic] de Panthemont.” 238 At this
convent school, Martha gained fluency in the French language and took dance lessons, along
with other polite arts, ensuring that she learned the important culturally legitimizing subjects that
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were popular both in France and the United States. 239 Jefferson was pleased with the education
she received here – he wrote on the matter that, “Patsy is well, and is happily situated in the
Convent of Panthemont the institutions of which leave me nothing to wish on that head. It is
attended by the best masters.” 240 Not only was she educated in Paris, she was taught by the “best
masters,” further emphasizing her status as a child of an American elite who was granted a high
quality education while living abroad. Martha herself liked her instructors, except her drawing
teacher. 241 She seemed to have enjoyed her time at the convent school, writing both that she was
“very happy” and that “At present I am charmed with my situation.”242 Jefferson remarked on
her French language learning, noting that, “She speaks French as easily as English, whilst
Humphries, [William] Short and myself are scarcely better at it than when we landed.” 243 This
further establishes the caliber of education that Martha received while in France, for she was able
to gain fluency so rapidly, language skills that were valued in the upper-class society she
frequented.
In 1785, Martha’s younger sister Mary arrived in Paris to be educated alongside her.
Jefferson informed his youngest daughter that she would be taught “to play on the harpsichord,
to draw, to dance, to read and talk French,” all central aspects of the polite arts these American
elites desired for their children to know. 244 Both Martha and Mary received an upper-class
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education that prepared them to interact with other social and political elites while abroad in
France and when they returned home to the United States.
James Monroe’s daughter, Eliza, was also educated in France while he served as
ambassador there. In a letter to James Madison, Monroe wrote of his daughter, “our child is at
school in a French family, & already speaks the language tolerably well.” 245 Here we see that
Eliza was learning the French language, much like her contemporary daughters’ of a diplomat,
Martha and Mary Jefferson, for fluency in French was a very useful skill in this period for
aspiring young men and women. This language acquisition would serve her well later in life, for
Eliza will live out the last few years of her life in Paris in the mid-nineteenth century. 246
This examination of the children of American elites who were educated in dance and
French while living abroad in Europe helps to show the world of upper-class education that
linked the French elites with their counterparts in the United States through shared cultural
bonds. Of those discussed in this chapter, John Quincy Adams arguably benefitted the most from
this type of education, with his future diplomatic career involving balls, dancing, and French
language usage. He would go on to become a top U.S. diplomat and later arguably one of the
most important U.S. Secretaries of State in the nineteenth century. There was an attraction to,
and practical need for, European cultural literacy that was achieved through this education.
While this is a small sample, it does still show the significance of this polite education – for these
were the children of U.S. diplomats whose parents thought it a worthwhile investment to ensure
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that their offspring received quality education in dance and French while overseas to prepare
them for their future roles in this elite society.
Conclusion
Social dancing was an important aspect of diplomacy for U.S. elites living and working
abroad in Europe. By looking at the parties they threw, or the balls they attended, we can begin
to scratch the surface of the significant role that dancing could serve for U.S. diplomats. The
balls they attended were highly ritualized affairs, with difficult dancing that required extensive
previous instruction, ostentatious clothing that demonstrated the elite status of participants, and
extensive guest lists filled with high-ranking men and women whose favor U.S. diplomats would
be hopeful to gain in order to further their diplomatic aims. Furthermore, the opinions that these
elite Americans formed while watching French dance on stage at the Opera demonstrate the
powerful cultural influence of such preeminent dance culture. U.S. diplomats sometimes brought
their children with them to Europe, where they ensured they received quality education in the
polite arts of dance and French – two skills that would serve them well in future social, political,
and diplomatic settings. While this sample is small, it is still illustrative of the vital link between
social dance and diplomacy for U.S. elites in the late eighteenth century as U.S. diplomats could
use their knowledge of dance to step into the world of European diplomacy.
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Conclusion
For U.S. elites and diplomats in the 1780s and 1790s, social dancing served an important
function culturally, socially, and diplomatically. We have explored dance education, the use of
social dancing in the United States, and the utilization of social dancing by U.S. diplomats
abroad. Throughout this study, the connective thread of the dominance of informal French
cultural diplomatic influence linked prominent dance culture with its French origins in the U.S.
and in Europe. Ultimately, this thesis demonstrates that social dance is a key, and under-studied
element of elite production, or reproduction, in the United States and Europe. As U.S. elites
worked to mimic their European counterparts through their understanding of the polite arts in
general, and social dance in particular, they were legitimizing their position as elites – and thus
facilitating diplomatic exchange based upon this shared cultural understanding. Elites on both
sides of the Atlantic understood the importance of such knowledge, thus laying the groundwork
for productive diplomatic exchange based upon this common vision of elitism.
In this thesis, I aim to have begun to remedy the gap in the historiography in regards to
the relationship between dance, diplomacy, and class, in the early United States, by conducting a
cross-disciplinary study drawing upon both conventional and unconventional scholarship from
diplomatic history through to musicological studies; all to argue for the significance of social
dancing for U.S. elites both at home and abroad, where dance was used as a tool of elite
legitimation and diplomatic exchange. Furthermore, I have provided nuance to the discussion of
early cultural diplomacy in the United States by illustrating the influence of French dance culture
in the country.
This thesis provides a fertile starting ground for further research into the relationship
between social dance and diplomacy in the United States into the nineteenth century; as well, it
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is open to contributions of more European perspectives to understand their views on elite dance
culture both in Europe and the United States. By inserting social dance into the scholarship of
early U.S. diplomacy and upper-class legitimization, further interdisciplinary studies of this
fascinating, and under-studied, connection can be undertaken.
The story of social dance and its importance to the Atlantic World did not end in 1800,
even if this particular study does conclude then. The turn of the century brought with it a new,
and initially scandalous, social dance that grew out of peasant culture in Austria, Germany, and
Bavaria – the waltz. 247 As the nineteenth century progressed, the waltz would grow to fully
supplant older dances like the minuet; thereby asserting itself as the dominant dance of its age
and undermining the cultural dominance of France over dance culture that it had maintained for
at least a century prior. Thus, my thesis is centered on a telling moment in the history of social
dance. U.S. elites, in part, represented the last breath of the classically aristocratic minuet as they
attempted to justify their status to Europe by knowing this dance - so linked with its past in the
court of the Sun King and beyond - however, the aftermath of the French Revolution would
forever restructure Europe, causing new cultural cues and actions to gain prominence and ritual
significance. In a metaphorical sense, as international power in Europe shifted from the stately
quadrille – interestingly, a type of contredanse – to the concert of Europe, so too did the elite
dance culture. Therefore, this study shines light on this pivotal moment of early American dance
history by focusing on these two decades – 1780s and 1790s – where a connection to the ancien
regime world of aristocratic dance held such social and diplomatic import, right up to the
figurative eve of the rise of the waltz. In conclusion, during the late eighteenth century, U.S.
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elites and diplomats danced their way through elite legitimization and diplomatic exchange due,
in part, to the dance culture influence of France upon the new United States.
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